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ABSTRACT
Principal Investigator-in-a-Box (PI-in-a-Box) is an expert system designed to improve the quality
and quantity of data collected in remote laboratory settings. Its role in the Neurolab sleep and res-
piration experiment is to assist the astronauts with the signal verification process during the sleep
instrumentation period. PI-in-a-Box will display the raw signal data in real time and provide state
information on the quality of each signal. In addition, PI-in-a-Box will provide diagnostic proce-
dures to assist the astronauts with troubleshooting of the experiment hardware.
A three stage process for developing the PI-in-a-Box diagnostics is presented. A fault tree analy-
sis was performed in order to identify all possible failure modes of the system. Using the experi-
ment hardware and software, each of these failure events was simulated in order to determine the
system response. After each failure simulation, the corrective steps required to return the system
to its nominal operating state were recorded. Based on these corrective steps, a diagnostic diagram
was developed for each system state. These diagnostic diagrams, which were modeled after the
malfunction procedure diagrams flown on each NASA space shuttle mission, served as the basis
for the development of the PI-in-a-Box diagnostics.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview
The goal of Principal Investigator-in-a-Box (abbreviated "PI-in-a-Box" or [PI]) is to
improve the quality of scientific investigations performed in remote laboratories through the
application of knowledge-based systems. On the Neurolab Space Shuttle mission scheduled for
April 1998, PI-in-a-Box will be flown in conjunction with a sleep and respiration experiment, a
collaborative effort which is being conducted by the Circadian Medicine and Sleep Disorders Sec-
tion of the Brigham and Women's Hospital and the Physiology Section of the University of Cali-
fornia, San Diego. The role of PI-in-a-Box in this experiment will be to assist the astronauts
throughout the sleep instrumentation period by graphically displaying all signal data, providing an
autonomous evaluation of the signal quality, and guiding the astronauts through the troubleshoot-
ing process. The objective of PI-in-a-Box for this experiment is to improve the overall integrity of
the sleep and respiration signals, reducing the potential for worthless data collection sessions due
to poor signal quality, while decreasing the time required for setup and verification of the sleep
and respiration instrumentation.
One of the functions of PI-in-a-Box on this mission is to perform system diagnostics
throughout the sleep instrumentation period. In order to develop the set of diagnostics which will
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be incorporated into the PI-in-a-Box software, all possible failure scenarios must be identified.
This thesis will describe the failure analysis performed for the sleep, respiration, and PI-in-a-Box
system. In addition, the process of testing these failure scenarios and developing the appropriate
diagnostic procedures will be discussed.
1.2 Background/ Motivation
1.2.1 PI-in-a-Box
In space experiments, physical distance prevents the Principal Investigator (PI) from main-
taining direct control over the science experiment. Instead, the astronaut acts for the PI while in
space, performing the experiment as well as managing the protocol. However, these astronauts are
often performing experiments outside of their field of expertise and, despite operational training,
have relatively little experience and knowledge of the experiments compared to the actual Princi-
pal Investigators. As a result, the quality and quantity of the scientific results may suffer.
Ideally, the Principal Investigator for each experiment would fly in space along with his or
her experiment and perform the experiment protocol him/herself. Obviously, this is not practical.
The next best solution would be to develop a system which incorporates both the knowledge and
experience of the Principal Investigator and allow this system to accompany the experiment in
space. That is the basis for the Astronaut Science Advisor (ASA), informally known as PI-in-a-
Box. PI-in-a-Box is a knowledge-based system designed to assist the astronauts in performing
space experiments. It successfully accompanied the "Rotating Dome" visual-vestibular interac-
tion experiment on board the Space Life Sciences 2 (SLS-2) Space Shuttle Mission in 19931.
II
[PI]'s role in this experiment consisted of a number of different functions. It provided data collec-
tion capabilities. It assisted the astronauts in performing the experimental protocol, monitored the
time schedule, and suggested modifications to the protocol accordingly. In addition, PI-in-a-Box
was equipped with an "interesting data" filter which was designed to perform a quick-look analy-
sis on the resulting data and to identify variations from the expected results.
A new version of the PI-in-a-Box system is under development which will fly in conjunc-
tion with the sleep and respiration experiment on the Neurolab 1998 space shuttle mission. The
specific application to this experiment differs considerably from [PI]'s application to the Rotating
Dome Experiment. It's functions, capabilities, and user interface have been modified to comple-
ment the requirements of the sleep and respiration experiment, with emphasis on the setup phase.
However, the fundamental objective of PI-in-a-Box remains unchanged. It is to facilitate the pro-
cess of performing a science experiment in space, while improving the quality and quantity of
data collected.
1.2.2 Neurolab Sleep and Respiration Experiment
The sleep and respiration experiment on the Neurolab mission is a collaborative effort
between the Brigham and Women's Hospital / Harvard Medical School and the University of Cal-
ifornia, San Diego. The Principal Investigators are Dr. Charles Czeisler from BWH and Dr. John
West from UCSD. The experiment is entitled "Sleep, Respiration and Melatonin in Microgravity."
The two experiments were joined together due to the strong coupling between respiration and
sleep. In the sleep portion of the experiment, sleep quality and next-day cognitive performance of
1. Hazelton et al.
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the astronauts following melatonin administration will be evaluated to determine whether or not
the melatonin doses affect both subjective and objective sleep quality. The respiration portion of
the experiment will investigate sleep patterns and disruptions during sleep and their relationships
to circadian phase.
During missions in space, the quality of astronauts' sleep is significantly degraded'. This
could be the result of a number of factors. In the microgravity environment, it is not possible to be
physically anchored to a surface by the force of gravity in the same way that we are here on earth.
Instead, the astronauts float around much more freely and are sometimes secured by bungee cords
or enclosed in sleeping bags. As a result, astronauts sometimes become disoriented or uncomfort-
able, which may result in poor sleep quality. The excitement and anxiety experienced by the astro-
nauts may be a major contributor to the lack of sleep as well.
Another factor which affects sleep in space is the irregular light / dark schedule experi-
enced in orbit. As the space shuttle orbits the earth, the sun rises and sets with a period of approx-
imately 90 minutes. Thus, it is impossible to rely on cues from the sun in order to determine when
to go to sleep. There is also a gradual time shift which occurs throughout the mission which forces
the astronauts to shift their sleep schedule by a couple of hours each night. Coupled with this is
the fact that for the duration of the mission, the shuttle crew operates on Houston time (CST). Fur-
thermore, in order to maximize efficiency of the use of the crew members' time, the crew is some-
times divided into two shifts, where one team sleeps while the other team works and vice verse.
As a result, normal sleep schedules established prior to launch are not maintained and the quality
of sleep in space is sacrificed.
1. Santy et al.
Physical activity and workload may play a role in sleep quality as well. On earth, muscles
are constantly being used to combat the force that gravity exerts on the human body. The simple
act of standing upright requires the use of many of the body's muscles. However, this is not true in
the microgravity environment. In space, the muscles and skeleton do not support the body's
weight. As a result, the physical exertion experienced during the course of the day in space is sig-
nificantly less than it is on earth. This reduction in physical activity may result in poor sleep qual-
ity.
In response to sleep difficulties in space, many of the astronauts take benzodiazepine hyp-
notics to try and improve their sleep. However, recognizing that the sleep disturbances may, in
large part, be due to shifts in the sleep-wake cycle with respect to the circadian rhythm1 , the con-
cept of using melatonin was introduced. Melatonin is a pineal hormone, naturally produced by the
human body during sleep, which has been shown to have hypnotic properties at physiological
doses 2. The sleep experiment will assess the effects of this substance on sleep quality of the astro-
nauts.
Sleep and respiration are strongly coupled. By examining the changes in respiratory con-
trol which occur in the microgravity environment, some insight may be gained in the analysis of
sleep patterns in space. In order to accomplish this, the respiration experiment has been designed
with four objectives. First is to examine the relationship between sleep disruptions and circadian
phase. Second is to determine if the pattern of chest motion is altered during sleep in micrograv-
ity. Third is to investigate whether or not arterial oxygen desaturation occurs during sleep in
1. Gundel, Polyakov, and Zulley
2. Zhdanova et al.
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microgravity. Finally, the respiration experiment will examine the coupling of heart rate and respi-
ration to determine if it is significantly altered by the microgravity environment.
The sleep and respiration experiment will be conducted on eight of the sixteen nights of
the Neurolab mission. Subjects will be paired in groups of two, each group performing the exper-
iment on two consecutive nights during the early days of the mission and two consecutive nights
toward the end of the flight. Only two subjects will perform the sleep and respiration on any given
night of the mission.
1.2.3 Role of PI-in-a-Box with the Sleep and Respiration Experiment
The sleep and respiration instrumentation process has been targeted by PI-in-a-Box for a
number of reasons. The goals of both the sleep experiment and PI-in-a-Box are fundamentally
very similar. The sleep experiment will examine the effects of melatonin on the subjective sleep
quality and cognitive performance of the Neurolab crew members. Ultimately, the objective is to
improve the quality of work done by the astronauts during space missions by improving the qual-
ity and duration of their sleep periods. Like the sleep experiment, the goal of PI-in-a-Box is to
help improve the performance of the astronauts as well, by providing them with assistance in the
form of an expert system. Although they use very different means and strategies, the underlying
objectives of the sleep experiment and PI-in-a-Box are very much the same.
Time constraints of both mission scheduling and pre-flight training were factors as well in
the decision to include PI-in-a-Box in the sleep and respiration experiment. During a mission,
sleep time is extremely valuable, and any extra time devoted to donning equipment during the pre-
sleep period results in a loss of available sleep time for the crew members. This in itself defeats
part of the objective of the sleep experiment. Another consideration is the limited amount of time
devoted to pre-flight training. The process of instrumenting for sleep is a difficult and time-con-
suming task. Correct placement and skin contact of the electrodes is critical to the quality of the
data and the success of the experiment. Even with the use of new sleep recording devices called
Sleep*Nets', the proper attachment and placement of the electrodes has proven difficult, even for
trained sleep technicians.
In ground experiments, the technicians are also required to identify poor signals at a
glance, and take the appropriate steps to correct the problem. Despite their training and experi-
ence, these technicians frequently experience difficulties in identifying the presence and causes of
poor quality signals. Thus, considering the limited training time available and the stresses of space
flight, it is unreasonable to assume that the astronauts will be able to perform this signal quality
evaluation. Instead, PI-in-a-Box will evaluate the signals electronically during the setup stage,
identify bad signals, and suggest corrective measures if necessary. The application of [PI] during
this pre-sleep period is especially critical since communication between the astronauts and the
Principal Investigators on the ground is generally not permitted during that time.
1.3 Objective
The objective of this thesis is threefold. First, a failure analysis will be performed in order
to identify all potential failure modes of the system. Second, a series of tests will be performed to
determine the response of the digital sleep recorder, as well as the PI-in-a-Box hardware and soft-
1. The HydroDotTm NeuroMonitoring System is manufactured by Physiometrix, Inc., North Billerica, Mas-
sachusetts, USA.
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ware, under each set of failure conditions. Finally, for each of these failure scenarios, a set of diag-
nostic procedures will be developed which will serve as the basis for the diagnostic messages
displayed in the PI-in-a-Box diagnostics window.
1.4 Methods
The process leading to the development of the malfunction procedures is depicted graphi-
cally in Figure 1.1. In the first step, a failure analysis was performed in order to determine all
known failure scenarios for the system. Hardware and software failures, in addition to procedural
errors, were considered. These failure modes were identified by performing a fault tree analysis
on the system. The failure events may be divided into two categories: "basic" and "undeveloped"
events1 . These event names are based on their roles in fault tree analysis. Basic failure events
include equipment malfunctions, software errors, and power-related failures. Since these basic
events cannot be simulated, it is impossible to predict the effect such a failure will have on the
system. Nevertheless, based on knowledge of the system and its components, an attempt was
made to anticipate the "system state" following the occurrence of each basic failure. "System
state" information includes operational mode and screen display of the DSR as well as screen and
signal activity of the PI-in-a-Box ThinkPad.
Undeveloped failure events include procedural errors in the instrumentation process and
improper preparation or application of the equipment or sensors. Unlike the basic failure events,
undeveloped failure events can be simulated to determine the exact system response for each indi-
vidual scenario. Testing was performed in the Sleep Laboratory at the Brigham and Women's
1. Barlow and Fussell
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Hospital, with the author as the only subject. Each undeveloped failure event was simulated using
the sleep and respiration instrumentation procedures developed for the Neurolab mission. After
each simulated failure event, the state of the system was recorded. In addition, the exact proce-
dures required to return the system to its normal operating state were identified. These steps
served as the foundation for the development of the diagnostic procedures.
A complete list of system states resulting from the failure simulations was compiled. Each
of these system states was common to a number of different failure scenarios. For example, no
electrophysiological signals being displayed by PI-in-a-Box could be the result of either the use of
the incorrect definition file or the failure to plug the Sleep*Net into the DSR. Thus, the failure
events for each system state were prioritized according to likelihood of occurrence. These rank-
ings were entirely subjective. They were established based on observations made in the sleep lab
and experiences during the astronaut training sessions. From these prioritizations, diagnostic pro-
cedure diagrams were developed for each system state. Finally, diagnostic messages for the PI-in-
a-Box diagnostic display window were developed from these diagnostic procedures.
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Figure 1.1: Process Overview
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Chapter 2
System Overview
2.1 Hardware Requirements
The hardware and equipment required for the testing phase of the project was as follows:
- Vitaport2 1 digital sleep recorder, 4 AA batteries, and 1 Flash RAM data card
- Sleep*Net, Hydrodots2, adhesive pads, and skin prep sticks
- RIP Suit and Borg Harness
- Pulse oximeter, microphone, nasal thermistor, EKG pads, and event marker
- IBM ThinkPad (486 processor, 50 MHz, 12 MB RAM)
- PI-in-a-Box software (version 2.0)
- RS-232 cable, optically isolated
- Biomedical Function Generator3
1. Copyright 1996 Vitaport EDV System GmbH. Distributed by TEMEC instruments BV, the Netherlands.
2. Hydrodots are manufactured by Physiometrix, Inc., North Billerica, Massachusetts, USA.
3. Biomedical Function Generator is manufactured by Medi Cal Instruments, Inc. Reynoldsburg, Ohio.
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2.2 Experimental Configuration
The experimental configuration consists of the sleep and respiration hardware, a digital
sleep recorder (DSR), and a laptop computer on which the PI-in-a-Box software runs. A sche-
matic of the hardware configuration for the pre-sleep signal evaluation process is illustrated in
Figure 2.1.
Hardware Configuration
RS-232
Cable
-S0
Borg
Harness Digital
Sleep
Recorder
PI-in-a-Box
Thinkpad
RIP Suit
Figure 2.1: Experiment Hardware Configuration
2.3 Sleep Hardware
A recently developed "sleep cap" called the HydroDotTM NeuroMonitoring System
(informally referred to as the Sleep*Net) will be worn by the subjects during the sleep recordings
to measure the EEG, EOG, and EMG signals. A picture of the Sleep*Net is provided in Figure
2.2. The Sleep*Net consists of a reusable, web-like cap, disposable biosensors which are housed
in this cap, and a cable with a 50-pin multiconnector which provides a link from the Sleep*Net to
the digital sleep recorder. The Sleep*Net cap provides several advantages over the previous tech-
nique of manually applying each individual electrode. Due to its elastic design, the Sleep*Net
enables the subject to place the electrodes more consistently in the same location on the scalp for
different test sessions. They provide more support to the electrodes and help prevent them from
coming unattached as well. In addition, the biosensors consist of a sticky, hydrogel material which
adheres to the scalp, providing better surface contact than traditional electrodes. One potential
drawback is that the Sleep*Net may be uncomfortable for the subject to wear, resulting in difficul-
ties sleeping. Although this may be a serious concern for the ground experiments, it is less likely
to be a problem in the flight experiments, since in microgravity, the subject's head does not rest on
any surface during sleep.
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Figure 2.2: Sleep*Net Diagram1
1. Diagram provided by Eymard Riel, Center for Circadian Medicine, Brigham and Women's Hospital.
2.4 Respiration Hardware
For the respiration part of the experiment, each subject will don a Respiratory Inductance
Plethysmograph (RIP) suit, which consists of two coils embedded in a two-piece black lycra bod-
ysuit. The RIP suit uses inductance measurements to record data on the expansion and contraction
of the rib cage during respiration. Measurements are taken on both the abdomen and thorax
regions of the chest. In addition to the RIP suit is a "Borg Harness" which is a collection of sen-
sors and electrodes grouped together to form a single, thick cable. The sensors which compose the
Borg Harness (BH) include a microphone which detects snoring, an airflow thermistor used to
measure temperature of air inhaled and exhaled by the subject, a pulse oximeter which measures
the saturation of oxygen in the bloodstream via the tip of the ring finger, and EKG leads which
will be used to determine the subject's heart rate. The Borg Harness, which is fastened to the RIP
suit using velcro, terminates in a 50-pin multiconnector as well.
2.5 Digital Sleep Recorder
The sleep and respiration signals recorded by the Sleep*Net and RIP suit are recorded
using a digital sleep recorder (DSR). Both the Sleep*Net and Borg Harness are connected to the
DSR by their 50-pin multiconnectors. The DSR selected for this experiment was the Vitaport2
recording system, illustrated in Figure 2.3. The Vitaport2 is a modular unit that consists of
"slices" which may be easily stacked according to the required input capabilities. In the Neurolab
sleep configuration, two data input slices are used. The Sleep*Net is plugged into the blue electro-
physiological module, which records the electrophysiological data for the sleep experiment. The
Respitrace suit is plugged into the black cardiorespiratory module, which records the cardiorespi-
ratory data for the respiration experiment. The modularity of the Vitaport2 allows the sleep and
respiration data to be recorded on the same device, while maintaining independence of the hard-
ware and cables for the two different experiments. Included in the Borg Harness is an event
marker which plugs into a LEMO port on the DSR. The event marker is activated by the astronaut
to indicate significant events in the experimental protocol. The Vitaport2 unit is battery operated,
requiring four AA batteries. Mission data will be stored on the DSR using 85 MB FlashRAM data
cards. During the flight, "data dumps" will be performed on the mornings following sleep record-
ings in order to transfer the data to the ground.
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Figure 2.3: Digital Sleep Recorder 1
2.6 PI-in-a-Box Hardware
On the Neurolab mission, PI-in-a-Box will run on an IBM Thinkpad 755C. The flight
computer configuration consists of a 486 processor with 20 MB RAM and a speed of 75 MHz.
The ThinkPad is connected to the digital sleep recorder using an optically-isolated RS-232 cable.
1. Diagram provided by Eymard Riel, Center for Circadian Medicine, Brigham and Women's Hospital.
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The DSR sends the sleep and respiration data to the ThinkPad through the serial port in real time.
PI-in-a-Box displays the raw data on the user interface and analyzes the data to evaluate the qual-
ity of the incoming signals. In addition, PI-in-a-Box sends information about its activity back
through the serial cable for storage by the DSR on the FlashRAM data card as well. A schematic
of the hardware configuration and data flow for the PI-in-a-Box and sleep system is provided in
Figure 2.4.
r - - Downlink Ground PI
experimental [PI]
data on advice
RS-232 I
Figure 2.4: Experiment Data Flow1
2.7 PI-in-a-Box Graphic User Interface
All of the code for the PI-in-a-Box software was written in C++. The graphic user inter-
face of [PI] consists of two separate screens. One displays the cardiorespiratory (CR) signals and
1. Modified from original version developed in conjunction with NASA Ames PI-in-a-Box Team.
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the other displays the electrophysiological (EP) signals. The EP screen is illustrated in Figure 2.5.
The raw signal data will be displayed in real time to enable the astronauts to view each individual
signal. Each vertical line on the data display represents five seconds of data. The "state" of each
signal will be indicated using color-coded LED's, which will enable the astronauts to determine at
a glance which signals require attention. In addition, the system will alert the astronauts to any
problems in the signal quality using both a graphic and text display. PI-in-a-Box will attempt to
diagnose the underlying cause of the problem by performing a troubleshooting analysis. The
astronaut will then be provided with suggestions and diagnostic procedures for eliminating the
problem and returning the system to its nominal operating state.
2.8 Impedance Check
Neither the DSR nor PI-in-a-Box include any impedance checking capabilities. An imped-
ance check will be performed, independently of PI-in-a-Box, on each of the electrophysiological
signals. These impedance checks will provide some initial feedback to the astronauts on the qual-
ity of the EP signals. The impedance check will be performed just prior to the activation of PI-in-
a-Box. As a result, it will not be included in the PI-in-a-Box diagnostics. Therefore, the imped-
ance checking process was not included in this failure analysis and system testing.
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Figure 2.5: PI-in-a-Box User Interface

Chapter 3
Signal Overview
3.1 Signal Summary
During selected sleep periods, a number of different polysomnographic measurements
will be recorded. The data consist of two types. The signals are listed in Table 3.1. The first type is
cardiorespiratory (CR) data, which will be recorded for UCSD's respiration experiment. The CR
signals include respiration (abdomen and rib cage), airflow, microphone, SaO2, and electrocardio-
gram (EKG) measurements. The other group of signals which will be recorded is the set of elec-
trophysiological (EP) signals, required for Brigham and Women's sleep experiment. The EP
signals consist of the electroencephalogram (EEG), electro-oculogram (EOG), electromyogram
(EMG) of the muscles in the jaw, and electrocardiogram.
Table 3.1: Signal Summary
Electrophysiological Cardiorespiratory
EEG (4) SaO2
EOG (2) Airflow
EMG (2) Microphone
EKG RIP-RC
RIP-AB
EKG
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3.2 Electrophysiological Signals
3.2.1 Polarity of Signal Display
There are a number of conventions which have been adopted in the field of sleep research
in an attempt to establish uniformity in all sleep data. One of these conventions is for indicating
signal polarity when displaying sleep signals. It is standard to display the signal "negative up,"
which requires that negative signal voltages are represented by an upward vertical deflection of
the signal as it is displayed.
3.2.2 Location of Electrodes
A second convention is the location of each electrophysiological electrode. By applying
standard criteria for the placement of the scalp electrodes, variation between different data record-
ing sessions for each subject are minimized. The standard that is used is known as the interna-
tional 10-20 system of electrode placement. A schematic of this measurement system,
highlighting the location of electrodes to be used in the Neurolab recording, is provided in Figure
3.1. Based on the 10-20 system, the subject's scalp is marked at distances of 10 and 20 percent of
the total distance between the nasion and inion. The nasion is located at the top of the nose, in the
center of the nasofrontal structure, as indicated in Figure 3.1. The inion is the protruding bone
located on the back of the head, several inches above the neck. Marks are also made at distances
of 10 and 20 percent between the subject's two preauricular points, located behind the ears, as
well as around the circumference of the head. Electrodes are then placed at the intersection of
these points.
1. Kryger, Roth, and Dement
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Figure 3.1: International 10-20 System of Electrode Placement 1
For the Neurolab sleep experiment, the scalp and facial electrodes will be mounted in the
Sleep*Net. Each subject will be individually fitted with a personalized Sleep*Net, helping to
ensure both comfort and correct placement of the electrodes on the scalp. Use of this Sleep*Net
should facilitate the process of applying the electrodes during instrumentation and improve the
consistency of their placement from session to session as well.
3.2.3 Notation
Certain letters are generally used to represent specific types of scalp electrodes. "C"
denotes a central EEG, "O" represents an occipital EEG, and "A" is used to indicate a mastoid ref-
erence electrode. Numbers are also used in conjunction with these letters to identify specific elec-
1. Redrawn from Harnmer and Sannit
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trodes. These numbers are separated by hemisphere with the even numbers corresponding to the
right side of the head and odd numbers corresponding to the left.
For this experiment, each electrophysiological electrode was also assigned a number
between one and eleven. The electrode sockets were labeled with these numbers, which corre-
spond to their channel assignments on the impedance meter. The PI-in-a-Box interface includes
these numbers on the signal labels as well. A complete list of the electrophysiological signals and
their corresponding number assignments for the Neurolab study is provided in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Electrophysiological Electrode Assignments
Electrode Assignment Signal Type Specific Electrode
1 Ground Ground
2 EEG C3
3 EEG C4
4 EEG 01
5 EEG 02
6 EOG LOC
7 EOG ROC
8 Reference Al
9 Reference A2
10 EMG EMG-L
11 EMG EMG-R
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3.2.4 Differential Signals
The electromyogram and electrocardiogram signals are differential signals. They are pro-
duced by measuring the difference in potential between two electrodes. The EMG signals are
measures of the potential between two EMG electrodes on the chin separated by a distance of
approximately an inch. Similarly, the EKG is a measure of the difference in potential between the
two EKG electrodes located in different regions of the abdomen, referenced to a ground electrode
located on the lower abdomen. For the sleep and respiration experiment, the EKG is considered to
be a cardiorespiratory signal. Therefore, the EKG electrode location is discussed in further detail
in the respiration instrumentation section.
3.2.5 Referential Signals
In contrast to the EMG and EKG, the electroencephalogram and electro-oculogram sig-
nals are referential signals. They are found by measuring the potential between the EEG or EOG
electrode and a designated reference electrode. There are two reference electrodes, each located
behind the ear on the contralateral mastoid. Each mastoid reference electrode is shared by one
central EEG, one occipital EEG, and one EOG electrode.
3.2.6 Filter Settings
The filter settings for the electrophysiological signals are given in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3: Electrophysiological Signal Filter Settings
Signal Low Filter Setting High Filter Setting
EEG 0.3 Hz 35 Hz
EOG 0.3 Hz 35 Hz
EMG 10 Hz 75 Hz
EKG 5 Hz 15Hz
3.2.7 Electroencephalogram (EEG)
The electroencephalogram (EEG) is the primary polysomnographic measure used in eval-
uating and scoring sleep data. The four different stages of Non-Rapid Eye Movement (NREM)
sleep can be distinguished based on the EEG signal characteristics alone. In general, a minimum
of one central and one occipital EEG are recorded in sleep studies. For redundancy, two of each
will be recorded on Neurolab.
When the subject is awake and relaxed with eyes open, the EEG is a mixed frequency, low
amplitude signal. A standard amplitude range for the EEG signal is 10-200 uV. When the sub-
ject's eyes are closed, a rhythmic, higher frequency pattern becomes apparent in the EEG signal.
This activity, known as alpha activity, is characterized by a frequency in the 8-12 Hz range. Alpha
activity is generally most prominent in the occipital EEG, but is also discernible in the central
EEG. An example of EEG data, including alpha activity, is illustrated in Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.2: EEG Data - Good Quality
A number of different types of noise and artifacts may be present in the EEG signal which
reduce the quality of the data. The presence of a poor quality EEG signal may be the result of a
Hydrodot which is incorrectly inserted or hair beneath the electrode that prevents the Hydrodot
from contacting the scalp. The data artifact which results from poor contact between the scalp and
electrode is known as "popping." An example of popping is illustrated in Figure 3.3. Incorrect
placement of the electrodes may also result in a poor quality signal. In addition, excess movement
of the subject may introduce muscle artifacts into the EEG data. The PI-in-a-Box signal quality
evaluation function will be designed to detect the presence of these artifacts in the data. A set of
quantitative criteria will be developed and applied to the data in order to characterize the quality
of each signal. For example, a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analysis will be performed on the
EEG signal. The power density of the signal when the subject's eyes are closed will be compared
to the power density when the subject's eyes are open. If the quality of the EEG signal is good, the
power density in the 8-12 Hz range should increase significantly when the subject's eyes are
closed, due to the presence of alpha activity. This type of qualitative criteria will be developed for
each set of electrophysiological signals.
Figure 3.3: EEG Data - Poor Quality
3.2.8 Electro-oculogram (EOG)
The electro-oculogram (EOG) is recorded in sleep studies primarily for the purpose of dis-
tinguishing Rapid Eye Movement (REM) sleep from NREM sleep. These two phases of sleep
cannot be distinguished easily using the EEG signal alone. Also, in the period just prior to sleep,
the EOG signal is characterized by slow, rolling eye movements. In order to identify these charac-
teristics of sleep, the left and right EOG signals are recorded. When the subject is relaxed, the
EOG is a relatively mixed frequency, low amplitude signal, with higher amplitudes resulting from
movements of the eyes. A normal amplitude range for the EOG signal is 20-500 uV.
The polarity of the EOG signal is the most complex of the electrophysiological signals.
One reason for this is that there is a natural potential difference which exists across the human
eyeball. The cornea, located in the front of the eye, is positively charged with respect to the retina,
which is located in the back of the eye. Coupled with this polarity is the fact that the human eye
has more than one degree of freedom. The two relevant movements in the EOG analysis are up
and down and right and left movements.
Each EOG electrode is referenced to the mastoid reference electrode located behind the
opposite ear. As a result, the movement of both eyes in either the right or left direction within the
horizontal plane produces a negative voltage in one eye and a positive voltage in the other. Eye
movements to the left result in a downward (positive) deflection of the left EOG signal and an
upward (negative) deflection of the right EOG signal. The reverse is true for eye movements to the
right. An example of this is illustrated in Figure 3.4. The right and left eye movements produce
deflections in each EOG signal which are approximately equal in magnitude, but opposite in
polarity.
Figure 3.4: EOG Data - Left and Right Eye Movements
Up and down eye movements produce deflections similar to right and left eye movements,
but smaller in magnitude. This is a result of the convention of placing the right EOG electrode
above the eye and the left EOG below. Because of this difference in electrode location as well as
the polarity of the eyeball, up and down eye movements produce deflections in both EOG signals
that are similar in magnitude, but opposite in polarity. The magnitude of the right EOG signal is
sometimes noticeably greater than the left EOG because, since it is located above the right eye, it
also detects movement of the upper eye lid. An upward movement of the eyes corresponds to an
upward (negative) deflection of the left EOG signal, and a downward (positive) deflection of the
right EOG signal. The reverse is true for downward eye movements. An example of up and down
eye movements is illustrated in Figure 3.5. A summary of EOG signals responses to specific eye
movements is given in Table 3.4.
Figure 3.5: EOG Data - Up and Down Eye Movements
Table 3.4: EOG Signal Deflections
Eye Movement Left EOG Deflection Right EOG Deflection
Up Up (negative) Down (positive)
Down Down (positive) Up (negative)
Right Up (negative) Down (positive)
Left Down (positive) Up (negative)
Many of the artifacts and noise that are common in EEG signals can be present in the EOG
signals as well. Correct placement of the EOG electrodes is critical in obtaining a good quality
signal. The signal will be weak if the electrodes are placed too far away from the eyes in any
direction. However, it is essential that the electrodes are placed at a sufficient distance above and
below the eyes in order to detect up and down eye movements. Like the EEG signal, movement of
the subject may also introduce muscle artifacts into the data. In addition, popping or noise may
appear in the data if the EOG Hydrodots do not contact the skin properly. An example of a poor
quality EOG signal, with a high impedance due to insufficient scrubbing of the electrode site, is
illustrated in Figure 3.6.
Figure 3.6: EOG Data - Poor Quality
3.2.9 Electromyogram (EMG)
One of the defining characteristics of REM sleep, in addition to the rapid eye movements
after which it is named, is a loss of muscle tone. In order to detect this, the electromyogram
(EMG) records muscle activity in the chin, providing information supplemental to the EOG con-
cerning the onset and duration of REM sleep. The EMG is a higher frequency signal than the EEG
and EOG, and it varies in amplitude from 20-300 uV. Movements of the chin and jaw muscles
dramatically increase the amplitude and frequency of the EMG signal. An example of this is illus-
trated in Figure 3.7. In general, one EMG signal is required, and a second may be recorded as a
backup. On Neurolab, two chin EMG signals will be recorded.
Figure 3.7: EMG Data - Good Quality
Many of the same artifacts and noise which produce poor quality EEG and EOG signals
may affect the EMG signal as well. The presence of noise in the EMG signal may me detected by
the absence of a significant amplitude increase in the signal when the subject talks or clenches his
jaw. Proper placement of the electrodes below the jaw bone is necessary in order to produce a
good quality signal. Proper skin contact with the Hydrodot is also essential. If the electrode does
not maintain good contact with the skin, noise may be introduced into the data or the signal may
not be detected. The EMG data in Figure 3.8 illustrates a poor quality EMG-L signal due to a
loose EMG electrode. In comparison, the quality of the EMG-R signal in Figure 3.8 is good.
Figure 3.8: EMG Data - Poor Quality
3.2.10 Electrical Ground
A common ground electrode is used for all of the electrophysiological signals. It is housed
in the Sleep*Net and located on the forehead of the subject.
3.3 Cardiorespiratory Signals
3.3.11 Respiratory Inductance Plethysmograph (RIP) Suit
The RIP Suit is a two piece black lycra suit which records data on the subject's respiration.
Embedded in the suit are two inductance coils which encircle the subject's chest and abdomen.
The top coil measures the expansion and contraction of the thorax region of the chest, while the
lower coil measures the expansion and contraction of the abdominal region. The RIP signals fol-
low a sinusoidal pattern when the subject is breathing normally. When breathing stops, chest vol-
ume remains constant, and the RIP signals become flat. Thus, these respiration data can be used to
identify sleep apnea.
3.3.12 Electrocardiogram (EKG)
Each EKG electrode is mounted on a disposable adhesive pad. In the center of the pad is
the EKG sensor, which is held securely to the skin by the adhesive surrounding. On the back of
each pad is a snap which allows each EKG sensor to be attached to the EKG wires on the Borg
Harness.
There are three EKG electrodes in total, each color-coded to coordinate with a velcro flap
on the RIP Suit indicating the electrode's proper location. The three electrodes are arranged in a
triangular pattern as illustrated in Figure 3.6. The positive electrode is located in the upper right
region of the chest, near the subject's shoulder. The negative electrode is located in the lower left
region of the abdomen. The ground EKG electrode is located in the lower right region of the
abdomen, in the same horizontal plane as the negative EKG electrode. This particular electrode
pattern is required in order to produce a signal with the correct polarity.
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Figure 3.9: Location of EKG Electrodes
(Redrawn from Neurolab Sleep Instrumentation Procedures)
The EKG signal is characterized by a wave pattern known as the "QRS" complex. This
QRS wave pattern is illustrated in Figure 3.10. The QRS spike provides a graphical display of
heart activity. Heart rate data can be derived from the EKG signal. The QRS wave has a much
greater amplitude than the electrophysiological signals, reaching amplitudes of up to 5 mV.
Figure 3.10: EKG Data
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3.3.13 Microphone
The microphone sensor is part of the Borg Harness. It measures vibrations in the throat to
detect snoring during sleep. The sensor is applied to the subject's throat using an adhesive pad.
3.3.14 Airflow
The airflow sensor is a thermistor worn just below the nose which measures the tempera-
ture of the air inhaled and exhaled by the subject. These temperature readings provide information
which supplements the RIP data on the respiration patterns of the subject. Like the respiration sig-
nals recorded by the RIP Suit, the airflow signal should vary sinusoidally as the subject inhales
and exhales.
3.3.15 Oxygen Saturation (SaO2)
The pulse oximeter measures the saturation of oxygen in the blood stream. The sensor
selected for the Neurolab study is worn on the finger. A red beam of light is transmitted from one
side of the sensor, through the tip of the finger, and received by the other side of the sensor. The
resulting signal is a DC signal, indicating the percentage of oxygen in the bloodstream. SaO2 val-
ues for normal subjects are generally between 95 and 100 percent.
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Chapter 4
Instrumentation and Crew Procedures
4.1 Sleep Instrumentation
Setup for the sleep portion of the experiment consists of a pair of subjects assisting one
another with the preparation and donning of their Sleep*Nets. Each subject performs the initial
Sleep*Net preparation procedures on his or her Sleep*Net as instructed in the instrumentation
procedures. After cleansing the forehead, nasion, temple, and chin regions of the face with alco-
hol pads, the EOG and EMG electrodes are applied to the appropriate facial locations using adhe-
sive pads. The back end of a cleansing swab is then used to separate the hair of the subject beneath
each EEG electrode socket, exposing the scalp. The skin at each Sleep*Net electrode site is
cleansed using the cotton end of the prep swab. The swabs for the Neurolab mission will be pre-
prepared with a mildly abrasive cream in order to facilitate the cleansing process. After each site
has been scrubbed, a Hydrodot is inserted into each electrode socket, until it is flush with the top
surface of the socket. These Hydrodots contain a conductive gel which contacts the scalp and pro-
vides an electrical link between the scalp and Sleep*Net.
4.2 Respiration Instrumentation
A diagram of all cardiorespiratory sensor locations is provided in Figure 4.1.
Airflow
Borg Harness
RIP - AB
SaO 2
Figure 4.1: Location of Cardiorespiratory Sensors
4.2.1 Respiratory Inductance Plethysmograph (RIP) Suit
Each subject dons a black lycra RIP suit. The top and bottom of the suit are fastened
together using velcro strips. The length of the suit top may be adjusted using the velcro tabs
located on the shoulders. Attached to the RIP suit is a connector which plugs into the Borg Har-
ness.
4.2.2 EKG
The subject applies the three EKG electrode pads to the chest and abdomen. The EKG
wires in the Borg Harness are attached to the EKG pads using snaps. The wires are color-coded
with the RIP Suit to correspond with the correct EKG pad location.
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4.2.3 Microphone
The microphone is applied to the subject's neck using an adhesive socket pad. The subject
determines an appropriate location by placing two fingers on his or her neck and humming. The
sensor is placed in a region of the neck where vibrations are the strongest, generally just below the
jaw bone, displaced by several centimeters laterally in either direction from the center of the
throat. Due to the stiffness of the wire, a piece of tape is used to secure the microphone and wire
to the subject's neck. Since the microphone cable is part of the Borg Harness, the subject is not
required to plug in the microphone sensor.
4.2.4 Airflow Thermistor
Prior to applying the airflow thermistor, the end of the sensor is plugged into the Borg Har-
ness. As packaged, the airflow sensor is mounted on an adhesive strip. After removing the plastic
backing, the thermistor is placed on the upper lip of the subject. The two prongs of the sensor
point toward the subject's nostrils.
4.2.5 Pulse Oximeter
The pulse oximeter is applied to the ring finger on the subject's non-dominant hand. The
sensor is placed on the tip of the finger, and secured with a Velcro strip which encircles the finger.
There is a wire connected to the pulse oximeter which the subject must plug into the Borg Har-
ness.
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4.3 DSR Activation
Subjects are required to replace the four AA batteries and insert a new FlashRAM data
card into the digital sleep recorder before the start of each recording session. This will eliminate
the possibility of losing battery power on the DSR or running out of storage space on the data card
during the sleep session. The Sleep*Net, Borg Harness, and an event marker are plugged into the
DSR. After the DSR has been powered on, the subject follows the procedures to begin recording
data. Subjects must identify themselves by selecting their designated patient identification number
on the DSR. Subjects must also verify that the correct definition file has been selected. When this
has been completed, the subject begins the recording.
4.4 PI-in-a-Box Activation
It is critical that the subject does not plug the serial RS-232 cable into the DSR until the
recording has begun. If the DSR has been connected to the ThinkPad before the recording has
started, the DSR automatically goes into "online" mode. In this mode, it is possible to remotely
view the signals using PI-in-a-Box without recording any data. However, once the DSR has been
placed in online mode, a recording cannot be started on the DSR.
After the recording has been started, the DSR is connected to the ThinkPad using the RS-
232 serial cable. The ThinkPad is powered on, and the PI-in-a-Box program is activated. The
default screen of the [PI] graphic user interface appears and displays the electrophysiological sig-
nals. The subject evaluates the quality of each EP and CR signal. If the quality of any signal is
poor, indicated by a red state light on PI-in-a-Box, the subject follows the troubleshooting proce-
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dures, provided in the [PI] diagnostics window. When the quality of each electrophysiological and
cardiorespiratory signal is acceptable, the subject confirms that each signal is good by clicking on
the signal verification boxes on both screens of the PI-in-a-Box interface. The RS-232 cable is
then disconnected from the DSR and the subject exits the PI-in-a-Box program. The first subject
then assists the second subject with the sleep and respiration instrumentation process. After both
subjects have completed the signal checking process, the ThinkPad is powered off and the sub-
jects may go to sleep. The detailed instrumentation procedures developed for the Neurolab mis-
sion are provided in Appendix A.
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Chapter 5
Fault Tree Analysis
5.1 Fault Tree Overview
A fault tree analysis was performed for the sleep and respiration instrumentation process,
including the use of PI-in-a-Box. The first step in the analysis was to identify a number of top-
level, undesirable events which could potentially occur as the result of some failure event in the
instrumentation process. Each top-level failure event can be broken down in order to identify the
possible sources of the failure.
Four primary failure events were identified for this analysis. They are as follows:
1. The DSR is not recording.
2. The DSR recording is unacceptable.
3. No signals are present on PI-in-a-Box.
4. Not all signals are present on PI-in-a-Box.
The first two events describe scenarios in which the objectives of the sleep experiment
would not be satisfied. A failure of the DSR to record the data would be catastrophic to the sleep
and respiration study. There are also a number of scenarios in which the DSR is recording, but the
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recording is unacceptable. These scenarios include events such as selecting the wrong definition
file, entering the wrong patient identification number, or recording poor quality signals.
In addition to these two scenarios, a number of other failure scenarios have been identified
which involve PI-in-a-Box. The third and fourth failure events are closely related to the first two,
containing several identical subsets of failure scenarios. Nevertheless, failures which affect the
DSR recording and PI-in-a-Box are not mutually exclusive. PI-in-a-Box adds an additional com-
puter, cable, and software program to the sleep and respiration configuration. In addition to fail-
ures with the sleep hardware or DSR, a failure associated with any of the PI-in-a-Box items may
result in an apparent [PI] failure as well. Therefore, separate fault tree analyses were also required
for the third and fourth top-level failure events involving PI-in-a-Box.
Failures may result from many combinations of events. They may be caused by hardware
malfunctions, software loading problems, or procedural errors made by the subject. In developing
the fault trees, an attempt was made to identify all potential failure scenarios which may occur in
the instrumentation process.
5.2 Fault Tree Notation
Standard symbols are used in fault tree analyses to represent different types of failures1 .
There are three primary symbols which represent different types of failure events. The first sym-
bol is a circle, used to indicate a "basic" event. A basic event is a failure of the system or of any
system element which results from internal causes. The second type of symbol is shaped like a
1. Barlow et al.
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diamond. These diamonds represent "undeveloped" events. They are referred to as "undeveloped"
because although they do not describe the primary cause of a failure, they are intentionally not
developed any further in the fault tree analysis. Many of these undeveloped events involve human
error. Each branch of the fault tree terminates in either a basic event or an undeveloped event.
The remaining events in the fault trees are "fault" events, indicated by rectangular boxes.
Fault events describe abnormal system states. However, unlike basic and undeveloped events, they
must be broken down further to identify their potential causes. A branch of a fault tree never ter-
minates in a fault event. Some fault events in this analysis are indicated by dashed rectangular
boxes. The dashed rectangle is not a conventional symbol used in fault tree analysis. This symbol
was added to indicate that further development of that particular failure event was performed in a
separate fault tree on a different page. This was done in an attempt to minimize clutter in the dia-
grams and to prevent subsets of certain fault trees from being duplicated.
In addition to the event symbols, "and" and "or" logic gates are used to describe the rela-
tionship between certain events. The complete list of symbols used in this failure analysis is
depicted in Figure 5.1.
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Fault Tree Symbols
Primary Event
Undeveloped Event
Fault Event
Inherent failure of system element
Cannot be simulated.
Not primary failure. Intentionally left undeveloped.
Can be simulated.
Failure of system. Requires further development.
Fault event which is developed in its entirety on a separate page.
"OR" logic gate "AND" logic gate
Figure 5.1: Fault Tree Symbol Summary
5.3 Results
The fault trees are provided in Figures 5.2 - 5.10.
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Figure 5.2: Fault Tree Diagram - DSR Not Recording
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Figure 5.4: Fault Tree Diagram - No Signals on PI-in-a-Box
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Figure 5.5: Fault Tree Diagram - Some Signals Missing on PI-in-a-Box
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Figure 5.9: Fault Tree Diagram - Problem with EP Electrode
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Figure 5.10: Fault Tree Diagram - Problem with CR Sensor or Electrode
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Chapter 6
Testing
6.1 Test Process
The fault trees illustrate potential events leading to some top-level failure. The events at
the lowest level of the tree can be divided into two categories, and are distinguishable by their
graphic symbols. The first type of bottom-level fault, a basic event, is a failure which occurs as a
result of an event which could not be anticipated or prevented. Examples of basic events are hard-
ware malfunctions and software errors. Because these events can not be controlled, they are not
included in the failure simulation tests. The second type of bottom-level failure is an undeveloped
event. These are failures which can be controlled and occur as the result of a preventable error.
The list of failure scenarios used for testing was constructed from these undeveloped events.
The testing process was designed to simulate each undeveloped event and to determine the
response of the system. The system states resulting from these simulations served as the starting
points for performing the troubleshooting analysis. After each failure scenario was simulated, the
steps required to return the system to its normal operational state were recorded. These steps were
determined on a trial and error basis. In some cases, the corrective steps were obvious, from expe-
rience operating the hardware. However, in other cases, there was more than one possibility for
returning the system to its nominal operating state. For example, if the incorrect patient ID is
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entered, the subject has the option of scrolling through the DSR menu to reset the patient ID, or
powering off the DSR and beginning again. Both procedures will produce the same result. In
cases with more than one option for troubleshooting procedures, the simplest option was selected.
This selection was entirely subjective. Options which required powering off the DSR were
avoided whenever possible. After the troubleshooting procedures were identified, they were
repeated in order to verify their accuracy. Based these troubleshooting procedures, the PI-in-a-
Box diagnostic procedures were developed.
Tests were performed by following the sleep instrumentation procedures provided in
Appendix A. For each test, all procedures were followed as listed, with the exception of the simu-
lated failure. After each simulation, the state of the system was recorded. This state information
includes details of both the DSR and PI-in-a-Box screen displays.
6.2 Test Conditions
Since the ThinkPads which will be used on Neurolab (model 755C) are no longer manu-
factured by IBM, testing of the PI-in-a-Box software could not be done on a computer identical to
the flight hardware. Instead, tests were performed on a laptop computer at BWH which is slower
and has less memory than the ThinkPad which will run PI-in-a-Box on the Neurolab mission. The
laptop computer used for testing was an IBM ThinkPad with 12 MB RAM and a 50 MHz, 486
Processor. Version 2.0 (date) of the PI-in-a-Box software was run for all tests.
The DSR used in the testing was the Vitaport2 NASA configuration. 1 On the DSR, there
were four definition files. One of these files was "Sleep022697.def", the default definition file
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and montage which will be used in the flight sleep and respiration study. This was the definition
file used throughout the failure simulation testing. A second definition file on the DSR was
"Awake_022697.def", a definition file which will be used in a different Neurolab respiration
study. This definition file was used in testing only when simulating selection of the wrong defini-
tion file by the subject. The two other definition files on the DSR were master definition files.
They were not used at any time during the testing. One FlashRAM data card and four Lithium AA
batteries were used with the DSR for all tests.
6.3 Results
6.3.1 Undeveloped Failure Events
Simulations were performed for each undeveloped failure event. These individual failure
events were designated by diamond-shaped borders in the fault tree diagrams. The failure analysis
test data are provided in Table 6.1.
1. The Vitaport2 NASA configuration consists of one blue electrophysiological slice, one black cardiorespi-
ratory slice, and one silver slice which functions as an analog out converter for the awake respiration studies.
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Table 6.1: Failure Simulation Results
Reason Consequence if NotFailure Event System State W Troubleshooting Procedures Co eceWhy Occur Corrected
Press "exit" to stop DSR recording. Press
Wrong .def-file Using wrong DSR, "ok" to confirm. Unplug RS-232 cable No EP, microphone, or
1. Wrong displayed on DSR default .def-file from DSR. DSR displays: "Start record- airflow data recorded
.def-file or wrong, ing?" Press down arrow lx to "Select
No EP, airflow, or wrong .def-file def-file?" Press "ok" to select. Use up
microphone sig- selected and down arrows to scroll to "Sleep" def
nals file. Press "ok". Press "ok" to start
recording.
Power off DSR.
2. No batteries in No DSR screen Step omitted in Remove DSR battery cover & insert new No data recorded
DSR display procedures batteries.
Replace DSR batter cover.
Power on DSR and continue.
Power off DSR.
3. Batteries in DSR No DSR screen Batteries inserted Remove DSR battery cover and take out No data recorded
wrong display incorrectly batteries. Insert batteries according to
DSR label.
Replace DSR batter cover.
Power on DSR and continue.
[PI] signal Unplug RS-232 from DSR.
4. Recording display freezes, Subject stopped Press "ok". DSR displays: "Start record- Loss of data
stopped DSR displays DSR recording ing?"
"Recording Press "ok" and append to data.
Stoppd" Plug RS-232 back into DSR.
Table 6.1: Failure Simulation Results
Reason Consequence if NotFailure Event System State W Troubleshooting Procedures Co eceWhy Occur Corrected
Unplug RS-232 cable from DSR.
5. DSR turned off No DSR display, DSR power switch Power on DSR and start recording. Loss of data
[PI] signal turned off When recording, plug RS-232 into DSR.
display freezes Press "ok" on [PI] pop-up window.
6. DSR never No DSR display Step omitted in Unplug RS-232 cable from DSR. No data recorded
turned on procedures Power on DSR and continue.
Insert correct FlashRAM card into slot in
7. No FlashRAM DSR displays: Step omitted in DSR. No data recorded
card in DSR "No card in slot" procedures Continue procedures to begin DSR
recording.
Press "exit" TWICE on DSR to cancel
8. Wrong FlashRAM label Wrong FlashRAM recording. Loss of data from
FlashRAM card wrong card selected or When DSR displays: "Start Recording?", another session or data
used and/or DSR wrong FlashRAM remove FlashRAM and replace with labelled incorrectly
displays: card used a in pre- empty card. Label new card with correct
"Card not empty" vious recording Patient ID and session number.
Press "OK" to start DSR recording.
When DSR displays: "Start Recording?",
9. Wrong or no functions Entered wrong or press down arrow 4x to option: "Set Patient and session #
Patient ID entered normally incorrect ID Patient ID?". cannot be identified
selected Press "OK" and enter correct Patient ID.
Press "OK" when entered.
DSR displays: "Start Recording?". Press
"OK" to start rec.
Table 6.1: Failure Simulation Results
Reason Consequence if Not
Failure Event System State Reason Troubleshooting Procedures Consequence if NotWhy Occur Corrected
10. RS-232 cable DSR displays: Unplug RS-232 cable from DSR.
plugged into DSR "Remote Procedures per- DSR displays: "Start recording?" No data recorded
when try to start control" or formed out of Use up and down arrows to select patient
recording "Remote View order ID and .def-file
Amp" Press "ok" to start recording.
No signals dis-
11. RS-232 cable played on [PI] or Cable not plugged Verify DSR is recording. No signals displayed
not connected to signals freeze; in or was Plug RS-232 cable into DSR and con- on [PI]
or disconnected DSR displays: disconnected tinue.
from DSR "Remote View rec" from DSR
or "Recording
data"
No signals dis-
12. RS-232 cable played on [PI] or Cable not plugged No signals displayed
not connected to signals freeze; in or was Plug RS-232 cable into ThinkPad and on [PI]
ThinkPad DSR displays: disconnected continue.
"Remote View rec" from ThinkPad
or "Recording
data"
No power or TP powered off or Power on ThinkPad. No signals displayed
13. ThinkPad not display on Think- step omitted in Start PI-in-a-Box and continue, on [PI]
powered on Pad screen procedures
Table 6.1: Failure Simulation Results
Reason Consequence if NotFailure Event System State W Troubleshooting Procedures Co eceWhy Occur Corrected
EP signals on [PI]
14. Sleep*Net not are only noise Step omitted in Plug Sleep*Net connector into blue DSR No EP signal data
connected to DSR (except EKG), procedures, or slice, recorded
no response of EP Sleep*Net connec-
sigs to physiologi- tor disconnected
cal cals from DSR
No CR signals Step omitted or
15. Borg displayed on [PI], Borg Harness con- Plug Borg Harness into DSR. No CR signal data
Harness not DSR displays: nector was discon- Wait approximately 20 seconds for signal recorded
plugged into DSR "Remote View nected from DSR display.
Rec"
16. BH plugged EP signals not Followed Unplug BH from blue EP slice. No EP and CR data
into EP slice of present or poor procedures incor- Plug BH into black CR slice, recorded
DSR quality rectly
17. Sleep*Net CR signals appear Followed Unplug Sleep*Net from CR slice. No EP and CR data
plugged into CR as flat lines procedures Plug into blue EP slice, recorded
slice of DSR incorrectly
18. Recording
started with nei- [PI] displays no Steps omitted Plug Sleep*Net into blue EP slice and No data recorded
ther Sleep*Net nor CR or EP signals BH into black CR slice of DSR.
BH plugged into
DSR
_I~
Table 6.1: Failure Simulation Results
Reason Consequence if NotFailure Event System State W Troubleshooting Procedures Co eceWhy Occur Corrected
19. Both DSR displays:
Sleep*Net and "Remote View Cables unplugged Plug Sleep*Net into blue EP slice and Loss of EP and CR
Borg Harness Rec"; from DSR. BH into black CR slice of DSR. data
unplugged from No EP and CR sig-
DSR during nals on [PI]
recording
20. Hydrodots not Electrophysiologi-
in Sleep*Net or not cal signals poor Step omitted in Scrub electrode sites. Poor quality or no EP
flush with elec- quality or not procedures Insert Hydrodot into each socket until data
trode sockets present flush with top of socket.
21. Sleep*Net not Unplug Sleep*Net from DSR.
on subject's head Only noise in EP Step omitted in Don Sleep*Net. No EP data recorded
signals procedures Check impedances.
Plug into DSR and continue.
RIP Suit
22. CR sensors not No CR signals dis- instrumentation Follow RIP Suit and Borg Harness No CR data recorded
on subject played on [PI] section omitted in instrumentation procedures.
procedures
23. Some Hydro- Some EP signals Step not Scrub electrode sites.
dots not present or poor completed in setup Insert Hydrodot into each socket until Loss of EP data
missing quality procedures flush with top of socket.
24. EKG pads not
plugged into EKG Flat EKG signal on Step omitted in Connect EKG cables to appropriate No EKG data recorded
cables on Borg [PI] procedures color-coded EKG pad.
Harness
Table 6.1: Failure Simulation Results
Reason Consequence if NotFailure Event System State W Troubleshooting Procedures Co eceWhy Occur Corrected
25. Microphone Microphone Step omitted in Apply adhesive pad to sensor. No microphone data
not donned signal is flat procedures Place sensor on neck. recorded
26. SaO2 sensor SaO2 signal poor Step omitted in Apply sensor to ring finger. No SaO2 data
not donned quality or not procedures Plug sensor into BH. recorded
present
Step omitted in
27. Sa0 2 not SaO2 value is zero procedures or Connect SaO2 sensor to Borg No SaO2 data
plugged into Borg on [PI] SaO2 sensor came Harness. recorded
Harness disconnected from Wait approximately 20 seconds for signal
BH to be displayed.
Step omitted in
28. RIP suit not RIP-AB and RIP- procedures or Plug RIP Suit into Borg Harness. No RIP data recorded
plugged into Borg RC signals on [PI] RIP Suit came Wait several seconds for signal to be dis-
Harness are flat lines disconnected from played.
BH
RIP-AB and RIP-
29. RIP suit not RC signals are flat Step omitted in Don RIP Suit. No RIP data recorded
donned lines on [PI] procedures Plug RIP Suit into Borg Harness.
30. Airflow Airflow signal is Step omitted in Plug airflow sensor into BH. No airflow data
thermistor not flat procedures Apply sensor to upper lip. recorded
donned
Table 6.1: Failure Simulation Results
Reason Consequence if NotFailure Event System State W Troubleshooting Procedures Co eceWhy Occur Corrected
Airflow signal on
31. Thermistor not [PI] is a flat line, or Step omitted in Plug airflow thermistor into BH. No airflow data
plugged into BH only noise; no procedures Wait approximately 20 seconds for signal recorded
discernible sine to be
wave pattern displayed.
32. EEG EEG signal not Sleep*Net not Tighten chin and neck straps on
electrode comes present or poor secure Sleep*Net. Poor quality EEG data
loose quality
33. poor EEG elec- EEG signal not Sleep*Net not Subject's partner adjusts Sleep*Net
trode present or poor positioned alignment and location of EEG Poor quality EEG data
placement quality correctly electrodes.
New swab not used
34. Insufficient EEG signal not when cleansing Lift electrode off scalp.
scrubbing of EEG present or poor site, or site not Rescrub site using a new prep swab. Poor quality EEG data
site quality scrubbed Replace electrode in proper
adequately location.
Hair not suffi-
35. Hair beneath EEG signal not ciently cleared Partner removes hair from electrode site
EEG Hydrodot present or poor away from site dur- using back end of prep swab. Poor quality EEG data
quality ing electrode site
preparation
Table 6.1: Failure Simulation Results
Reason Consequence if NotFailure Event System State W Troubleshooting Procedures Co eceWhy Occur Corrected
Hydrodot not prop-
36. EEG EEG signal not erly inserted into Press Hydrodot into EEG electrode
Hydrodot not flush present or poor EEG socket until it is flush with the top of the Poor quality EEG data
with Sleep*Net quality electrode socket or socket.
Hydrodot comes
loose
Hydrodot not prop-
37. EMG Hydrodot EMG signal not erly inserted into Press Hydrodot into EMG electrode
not flush with present or poor EMG socket until it is flush with the top of the Poor quality EMG
Sleep*Net quality electrode socket or socket. data
Hydrodot comes
loose
New swab not used
38. Insufficient EMG signal not when cleansing Lift electrode off skin.
scrubbing of EMG present or poor site, or site not Rescrub site using a new prep swab. Poor quality EMG
site quality scrubbed Replace electrode in proper data
adequately location.
Adhesive circle Press electrode against skin and hold for
39. Loose EMG EMG signal not comes off skin or 5 seconds. Poor quality EMG
electrode present or poor EMG If still not adhere, replace adhesive circle, data
quality electrode socket
40. EMG EMG signal not EMG electrode Remove EMG electrode. Poor quality EMG
electrode placed on present or poor improperly placed Replace electrode below jaw bone. data
jaw bone quality
~
Table 6.1: Failure Simulation Results
Reason Consequence if NotFailure Event System State W Troubleshooting Procedures Co eceWhy Occur Corrected
EMG signal not Remove adhesive circle from socket.
41. EMG socket present or poor Electrode not Place a new adhesive circle on the thin
upside down quality or placed according side of the socket. Poor quality EMG
adhesive circle on to diagram in pro- Press socket to skin and hold for 5 sec- data
thick side of elec- cedures onds.
trode socket
New swab not used
42. Insufficient EOG signal not when cleansing Lift electrode off skin.
scrubbing of EOG present or poor site, or site not Rescrub site using a new prep swab. Poor quality EOG data
site quality scrubbed Replace electrode in proper
adequately location.
Hydrodot not prop-
43. EOG EOG signal not erly inserted into Press Hydrodot into EOG electrode
Hydrodot not flush present or poor EMG socket until it is flush with the top of the Poor quality EOG data
with Sleep*Net quality electrode socket or socket.
Hydrodot comes
loose
Adhesive circle Press electrode against skin and hold for
44. EOG EOG signal not comes off skin or 5 seconds. Poor quality EOG data
electrode loose present or poor EOG If still not adhere, replace adhesive circle.
quality electrode socket
Table 6.1: Failure Simulation Results
Reason Consequence if NotFailure Event System State W Troubleshooting Procedures Co eceWhy Occur Corrected
No significant
45. EOG change in Left EOG Replace EOG-L electrode closer to the
electrode too far EOG-L signal electrode improp- outside of the eye. Poor quality EOG data
from eye when subject erly placed
moves eyes
No significant
change in EOG-L Left EOG Replace Left EOG electrode closer to Poor quality EOG-L
46. LOC too low signal when sub- electrode improp- horizontal plane of the eyes. data
ject looks up and erly placed
down
No significant
change in EOG-L Left EOG Replace Left EOG electrode below hori- Poor quality EOG-L
47. LOC too high signal when sub- electrode improp- zontal plane of the eyes. data
ject looks up and erly placed
down
No significant
change in Right EOG Replace Right EOG electrode above hor- Poor quality EOG-R
48. ROC too low EOG-R signal electrode improp- izontal plane of the eyes. data
when subject erly placed
looks up and down
or blinks
Table 6.1: Failure Simulation Results
.Reason Consequence if Not
Failure Event System State Reason Troubleshooting Procedures Consequence if NotWhy Occur Corrected
No significant
change in Right EOG Replace Right EOG electrode closer to Poor quality EOG-R
49. ROC too high EOG-R signal electrode improp- horizontal plane of the eyes. data
when subject erly placed
looks up and down
or blinks
50. EOG Signals deflect in Right EOG Remove both EOG electrodes. EOG data difficult to
polarity reversed opposite direction applied below eye Replace electrodes with Right EOG interpret
than indicated in and Left EOG above eye and Left EOG below eye.
signal applied above eye
verification table
Corresponding
51. Reference elec- EEG's, EOG, and Sleep*Net not Tighten chin and neck strap on Corresponding EEG's
trode loose EMG secure Sleep*Net. and EOG poor quality
signals bad or not
present
New swab not used
52. Insufficient Corresponding when cleansing Lift electrode off scalp. Corresponding EEG's
scrubbing of EEG's and EOG site, or site not Rescrub site using a new prep swab. and EOG poor quality
reference site signal bad or not scrubbed Replace electrode in proper
present adequately location.
Table 6.1: Failure Simulation Results
Reason Consequence if NotFailure Event System State W Troubleshooting Procedures Co eceWhy Occur Corrected
Corresponding Hair not suffi-
53. Hair EEG's and EOG ciently cleared Partner removes hair from electrode site Corresponding EEG's
beneath signal bad or not away from site dur- using back end of prep swab. and EOG poor quality
reference Hydro- present ing electrode site
dot preparation
Corresponding
54. Poor EEG's and EOG Sleep*Net not Subject's partner adjusts Sleep*Net Corresponding EEG's
reference signal bad or not positioned alignment and location of reference elec- and EOG poor quality
electrode present correctly trodes.
placement
Hydrodot not prop-
55. Reference Corresponding erly inserted into Press Hydrodot into reference Corresponding EEG's
Hydrodot not flush EEG's and EOG reference electrode socket until it is flush with the and EOG poor quality
with Sleep*Net signals bad or not electrode socket or top of the socket.
present Hydrodot comes
loose
Hair not suffi-
56. Hair beneath EP signals not ciently cleared Partner moves hair away from electrode Poor quality EP data
ground Hydrodot present or poor away from site dur- site using back end of prep swab.
quality ing electrode site
preparation
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Table 6.1: Failure Simulation Results
Reason Consequence if NotFailure Event System State W Troubleshooting Procedures Co eceWhy Occur Corrected
New swab not used
57. Insufficient EP signals not when cleansing Lift electrode off forehead.
scrubbing of present or poor site, or site not Rescrub site using a new prep swab. Poor quality EP data
ground site quality scrubbed Replace forehead pad in proper location.
adequately
Hydrodot not prop-
58. Ground hydro- EP signals not erly inserted into Press Hydrodot into ground
dot not flush with present or poor ground electrode socket until it is flush with the Poor quality EP data
Sleep*Net quality electrode socket or top of the socket.
Hydrodot comes
loose
59. Poor EP signals not Sleep*Net not Subject's partner adjusts Sleep*Net
location of ground present or poor positioned alignment and location of ground elec- Poor quality EP data
electrode quality correctly trodes.
Forehead pad not Press electrode against skin and hold for
60. Ground EP signals not properly adhere to 5 seconds. If still not adhere, replace Poor quality EP data
electrode loose present or poor forehead forehead adhesive pad.
quality
Remove EKG pads.
61. Insufficient EKG signal not Insufficient scrub- Scrub sites with prep wipes. Poor quality EKG data
scrubbing of EKG present or poor sig- bing before apply- Replace EKG pads.
site nal quality ing EKG pads Connect pads to correct
color-coded cable of BH.
Table 6.1: Failure Simulation Results
Reason Consequence if NotFailure Event System State W Troubleshooting Procedures Co eceWhy Occur Corrected
62. EKG EKG signal not EKG pad not prop- Replace EKG pad.
electrode loose present or poor sig- erly adhere to skin Reattach to Borg Harness. Poor quality EKG data
or comes off nal quality
63. EKG QRS-wave Incorrectly wired Disconnect from Borg. Harness.
polarity reversed inverted on [PI] to Borg Harness Reconnect EKG pads to correct color- Inverted QRS wave
signal display coded wires.
64. Airflow ther- No clear sine wave Airflow sensor not Remove airflow sensor. Poor quality airflow
mistor too far pattern on [PI] dis- properly placed Reapply sensor closer to nose. data
below nose play
Remove airflow sensor and unplug from
65. Airflow ther- Erratic signal, or Sensor not adhere BH. Poor quality airflow
mistor loose sensor not adhere properly to upper Plug new sensor into BH. data
properly to upper lip Apply new sensor to upper lip.
lip Press firmly to lip for 5 seconds.
66. Poor placement Remove sensor from finger.
of pulse oximeter, Very low SaO2  Sensor not placed Reapply sensor with cable on palm side Poor quality SaO2
or value properly on finger of finger. data
sensor upside (below 95) Tighten with velcro.
down on finger
Remove sensor.
67. Pulse Oxime- Signal not stable Sensor not secure Replace adhesive tabs and replace sensor. Poor quality SaO2
ter loose on finger Tighten well with velcro strip. data
Table 6.1: Failure Simulation Results
Reason Consequence if Not
Failure Event System State Reason Troubleshooting Procedures Consequence if NotWhy Occur Corrected
Remove sensor.
68. Poor Microphone Sensor placed too Replace adhesive circle. Poor quality
placement of signal flat far from voice box Place fingers on neck and hum to find microphone data
microphone good location and reapply microphone.
Replace socket pad and reapply micro-
69. Microphone Microphone Socket pad not phone. Poor quality
loose signal flat adhere to socket or Secure microphone wire to neck with microphone data
skin medical tape.
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6.3.2 Basic Failure Events
Since basic failure events are generally due to a hardware or software malfunctions, these
events cannot be simulated. Nevertheless, for each basic event, the resulting system state was esti-
mated, based on knowledge of the system and its functions. The diagnostic procedures for each
basic event will consist of replacing the malfunctioning hardware with the backup hardware. The
basic failure events and their anticipated system responses are provided in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2: Basic Event System Responses
Consequence if
Failure Event System State ConsequenceifNot Corrected
TP Power Source DSR ok No [PI] signal
Malfunction ThinkPad power off display
TP Malfunction DSR ok No [PI] signal
TP no signal display or no screen display display
No Communication DSR ok No [PI] signal
Between DSR and TP TP no signal display or no screen display display
RS-232 Cable Malfunction DSR ok No [PI] signal
[PI] interface ok, but no signals display
[PI] Software Not Load DSR ok No [PI] signal
Properly [PI] display no signals or signals freeze display
DSR Malfunction No DSR display or incorrect message No data recorded
[PI] display no signals
Sleep*Net Cable or DSR ok No EP data
Connector Broken Some or all EP signals missing on [PI] recorded
Sleep*Net Electrode One or more EP signals not present Loss of EP data
Socket or Wire Broken
Borg Harness Cable or DSR ok No CR data
Connector Broken Some or all CR signals missing from [PI] recorded
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Table 6.2: Basic Event System Responses
. Consequence ifFailure Event System State Consequence ifNot Corrected
Sleep*Net and Borg DSR ok
Harness Cables or CR and EP signals not present or poor No data recorded
Connectors Broken quality on [PI]
EKG Cable or Electrode EKG signal not present or poor quality No EKG data
Broken recorded
RIP Coil, Cable or RIP signal not present or poor quality No RIP data
connector Broken recorded
SaO2 Sensor or Cable No red light on sensor when plugged into No SaO2 data
Broken DSR or no SaO2 signal recorded
Mic Sensor or Cable Microphone signal not present or poor No microphone
Broken quality data recorded
Airflow Sensor or Cable Airflow signal not present or poor quality No airflow data
Broken recorded
Chapter 7
Diagnostics
7.1 Process Overview
Many of the system states identified in the failure simulation process were common to
more than one failure event. That is, several different types of procedural errors or hardware mal-
functions may result in the same system state. For example, an RS-232 cable malfunction would
result in a failure of PI-in-a-Box to display any signals. However, the absence of a signal display
on [PI] could result from a number of other failure events as well, including turning off the DSR
or forgetting to plug both the Borg Harness and the Sleep*Net into the DSR. Therefore, in order
to correct this system state, the subject is required to proceed through a list of potential failure
events until the problem is identified. After the failure event has been discovered, the subject per-
forms the diagnostic procedures designed to return the system to its nominal operating state.
Based on the results of the failure event simulations, a list of system states was compiled. They
are listed in Table 7.1.
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Table 7.1: List of System States
State # System State
1 No Signals Displayed on [PI]
2 Signals on [PI] Display Freeze
3 EP Signals on [PI] are Poor Quality or Not Present
4 CR Signals on [PI] not Present
5 All EP and Some CR Signals Not Present on [PI]
6 EEG Not Present or Poor Quality
7 EMG Not Present or Poor Quality
8 EOG Not Present or Poor Quality
9 RIP Signal Not Present or Poor Quality
10 Sa0 2 Signal Not Present or Poor Quality
11 Airflow Signal Not Present or Poor Quality
12 Microphone Signal Not Present or Poor Quality
13 EKG Not Present or Poor Quality
14 DSR Displays: "No card in slot"
15 DSR Displays: "Remote control"
16 DSR Displays: "Card not empty"
17 Patient ID Incorrect
18 EOG Polarity Reversed
19 EKG Polarity Reversed
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7.2 Prioritization of Failure Events
For each system state, all possible failure events leading to each of these states were iden-
tified. For example, all potential failure events leading to system state #1, no signals displayed by
PI-in-a-Box, were determined. These failure events were then prioritized according to their likeli-
hood of occurrence. The rank assigned to each failure event was based on observations made in
the sleep laboratory as well as experience in the astronaut training sessions. Events that occur fre-
quently in the laboratory, such as procedural errors and insufficient site preparation for the elec-
trodes, were assigned high rankings. Uncommon occurrences, such as hardware malfunctions and
software loading errors, were assigned low priorities. All of the rankings were completely subjec-
tive. They are shown in Tables 7.2 - 7.20.
Table 7.2: Failure Event Prioritization - System State #1
System State Sub-State Possible Failure Events Priority
No Signals
Displayed on
PI-in-a-Box
DSR is on
ThinkPad has no power
DSR is on
ThinkPad is on
ThinkPad is on
No DSR display
ThinkPad is on
TP not turned on 1
TP power not connected 2
Power supply malfune 3
TP malfunction 4
RS-232 cable not conn
to DSR or TP
Sleep*Net & BH not
plugged into DSR 2
[PI] software error 3
RS-232 cable
malfunction 4
Sleep*Net & BH cables
broken 5
DSR power off I
DSR batteries not in
or in wrong 2
DSR malfunction 3
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Table 7.3: Failure Event Prioritization - System State #2
Priority
System State Possible Failure Events Rank
RS-232 was disconnected
Signals on from DSR or ThinkPad 1
PI-in-a-Box DSR was turned off 2
Display Freeze DSR recording stopped 3
RS-232 cable malfunction 4
[PI] software error 5
Table 7.4: Failure Event Prioritization - System State #3
PrioritySystem State Possible Failure Events Rank
Sleep*Net connected to
wrong slice or not connected 1
at all to DSR
Electrophysiological Wrong definition file 2
Signals on [PI] Sleep*Net not donned 3
are Poor Quality No Hydrodots in Sleep*Net 4
or Not Present Hydrodots not flush with
Sleep*Net 5
Ground electrode missing or
not contacting skin properly 6
Sleep*Net cable or
connector malfunction 7
EP slice of DSR malfunction 8
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Table 7.5: Failure Event Prioritization - System State #4
System State Possible Failure Events PriorityRank
BH or Sleep*Net not
plugged in or plugged into 1
No Cardiorespiratory wrong slice of DSR
Signals on CR sensors not on subject 2
PI-in-a-Box BH cable or connector malf 3
CR slice of DSR malfunc 4
Table 7.6: Failure Event Prioritization - System State #5
System State Possible Failure Events PriorityRank
Wrong definition file 1
All EP and Some CR Signals Sleep*Net not plugged into
Not Present on [PI] DSR and some sensors not 2
on subj or plugged into BH
Table 7.7: Failure Event Prioritization - System State #6
System State Possible Failure Events PriorityRank
Hydrodot not inserted or not
flush or not contact scalp 1
Hair beneath Hydrodot 2
EEG Signal Not Present Site not properly scrubbed 3
or Poor Quality Sleep*Net placement poor 4
Reference electrode loose 5
Broken wire or socket 6
EP slice of DSR malfunction 7
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Table 7.8: Failure Event Prioritization - System State #7
Priority
System State Possible Failure Events Rank
Hydrodot not inserted or not
flush or not contact scalp 1
EMG Signal Not Present Poor electrode placement 2
or Poor Quality Site not properly scrubbed 3
Socket upside down 4
Broken wire or socket 5
EP slice of DSR malfunction 6
Table 7.9: Failure Event Prioritization - System State #8
Priority
System State Possible Failure Events Rank
Hydrodot not inserted or not
flush or not contact scalp 1
Poor electrode placement 2
EOG Signal Not Present Site not properly scrubbed 3
or Poor Quality Reference electrode loose 4
Socket upside down 5
Broken wire or socket 6
EP slice of DSR malfunction 7
Table 7.10: Failure Event Prioritization - System State #9
System State Possible Failure Events PriorityRank
RIP not plugged into BH 1
Suit not on or positioned
RIP Signal Not Present too high or too low 2
or Poor Quality RIP coil, cable, or connector
broken 3
EP slice of DSR malfunction 4
Table 7.11: Failure Event Prioritization - System State #10
System State Possible Failure Events PriorityRank
Sensor loose or not donned 1
Sensor upside down 2
SaO2 Signal Not Present Sa0 2 not plugged into BH 3
or Poor Quality Sensor, cable, or connector
broken 4
CR slice of DSR malfunc 5
Table 7.12: Failure Event Prioritization - System State #11
Priority
System State Possible Failure Events Rank
Sensor not on or not adhere
properly 1
Sensor too far from nose 2
Airflow Signal Not Present Not plugged into BH 3
or Poor Quality Wrong definition file 4
Sensor or cable broken 5
CR slice of DSR malfunc 6
Table 7.13: Failure Event Prioritization - System State #12
Priority
System State Possible Failure Events Rank
Sensor loose or not on 1
Microphone Signal Not Poor placement 2
Present or Poor Quality Wrong definition file 3
Sensor or cable broken 4
CR slice of DSR malfunc 5
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Table 7.14: Failure Event Prioritization - System State #13
System State Possible Failure Events PriorityRank
Pads not on or not adhere
properly 1
Pads not plugged into BH or
EKG Signal Not Present not wired correctly 2
or Poor Quality Site poorly scrubbed 3
Cable or sensor broken 4
CR slice of DSR malfunc 5
Table 7.15: Failure Event Prioritization - System State #14
System State Possible Failure Events PriorityRank
FlashRAM card improperly
DSR Displays: inserted 1
"No card in slot" No FlashRAM card in DSR 2
DSR malfunction 3
Table 7.16: Failure Event Prioritization - System State #15
System State Possible Failure Events PriorityRank
RS-232 plugged into DSR
DSR Displays: when attempt start recording 1
"Remote control" DSR malfunction 2
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Table 7.17: Failure Event Prioritization - System State #16
Priority
System State Possible Failure Events Rank
DSR Displays: Wrong FlashRAM card used 1
"Card not empty" DSR malfunction 2
Table 7.18: Failure Event Prioritization - System State# 17
Priority
System State Possible Failure Events Rank
Patient ID Wrong Patient ID entered 1
Wrong DSR malfunction 2
Table 7.19: Failure Event Prioritization - System State #18
Priority
System State Possible Failure Events Rank
EOG Polarity Electrode positions reversed 1
Reversed [PI] display polarity wrong 2
Table 7.20: Failure Event Prioritization - System State #19
Priority
System State Possible Failure Events Rank
EKG Polarity Incorrect electrode wiring 1
Reversed [PI] display polarity wrong 2
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7.3 Diagnostic Diagrams
Based on the failure event rankings, a set of diagnostic procedures was developed for each
system state. Each diagnostic diagram begins with one system state, or malfunction, and outlines
the troubleshooting procedures for returning the system to its nominal state. The order of the trou-
bleshooting procedures was determined based on the prioritizations presented in the previous sec-
tion. The diagnostic diagrams are modeled after the malfunction procedures flown on each space
shuttle mission. They are illustrated in Figures 7.1 - 7.22.
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Figure 7.1: Diagnostic Diagram - State #1
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Figure 7.2: Diagnostic Diagram - State# 1A
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Figure 7.3: Diagnostic Diagram - State #1B
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Figure 7.4: Diagnostic Diagram - State #1C
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Figure 7.5: Diagnostic Diagram - State #2
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Figure 7.6: Diagnostic Diagram - State #3
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Figure 7.7: Diagnostic Diagram - State #4
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Figure 7.8: Diagnostic Diagram - State #5
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Figure 7.9: Diagnostic Diagram - State #6
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Figure 7.10: Diagnostic Diagram - State #7
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Figure 7.11: Diagnostic Diagram - State #8
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Figure 7.12: Diagnostic Diagram - State #9
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Figure 7.13: Diagnostic Diagram - State #10
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State #11
Figure 7.14: Diagnostic Diagram - State #11
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State #12
Figure 7.15: Diagnostic Diagram - State #12
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Figure 7.16: Diagnostic Diagram - State #13
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Figure 7.17: Diagnostic Diagram - State #14
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Figure 7.18: Diagnostic Diagram - State #15
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Figure 7.19: Diagnostic Diagram - State #16
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Figure 7.20: Diagnostic Diagram - State #17
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Figure 7.21: Diagnostic Diagram - State #18
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Figure 7.22: Diagnostic Diagram - State #19
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7.4 PI-in-a-Box Diagnostics
For each space shuttle mission, the astronauts are provided with a notebook of malfunc-
tion procedures similar to the diagnostic diagrams presented in the previous section. Although
these hardcopy diagrams can be useful in diagnosing a failure in an experiment, a great deal of
additional time is required to locate the binder and the applicable malfunction procedures. In
response to this, one of the functions developed for PI-in-a-Box on the Neurolab mission is a
diagnostics and troubleshooting function which will diagnose problems and provide the astro-
nauts with procedures for returning the system to its nominal operating state. These procedures
will be displayed on the [PI] screen, eliminating the need for the astronauts to search for the mal-
function procedures.
Since the space available on the PI-in-a-Box interface is limited, it is not possible to dis-
play the full malfunction diagrams on the [PI] screen. Instead, text versions of these diagrams will
be provided in the PI-in-a-Box diagnostics window. These text diagnostics are condensed versions
of the diagnostic diagrams presented in the previous section. The elaborate steps in the diagnostic
diagrams were reduced to a list of items for the astronauts to verify and procedures for correcting
the problem. The diagnostic messages developed for the PI-in-a-Box diagnostics window are pro-
vided in Tables 7.21 - 7.37.
In the following tables, PI-in-a-Box diagnostic procedures are not provided for states #16
and #17. Both of these states involve failure events which, if they occur, would take place prior to
PI-in-a-Box activation in the instrumentation protocol. As a result, the PI-in-a-Box diagnostics
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window will not be accessible if these failure events occur. Therefore, no diagnostics were devel-
oped for these two system states.
Table 7.21: PI-in-a-Box Diagnostics - State #1
Table 7.22: PI-in-a-Box Diagnostics - State #2
Signals Freeze on PI-in-a-Box Display
Check DSR is on
Check DSR is recording
Check RS-232 connected to DSR and ThinkPad
Restart PI-in-a-Box
Replace RS-232
Replace DSR
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No Signals Displayed on PI-in-a-Box
Check RS-232 connected to DSR and ThinkPad
Check DSR is on
Check DSR batteries
Check Sleep*Net and BH plugged into DSR correctly
Restart PI-in-a-Box
Replace RS-232
Replace DSR
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Table 7.23: PI-in-a-Box Diagnostics - State #3
Electrophysiological Signals Not Present or Poor Quality
on PI-in-a-Box Display
Check Sleep*Net plugged into blue DSR slice
Check .def-file on DSR is "Sleep"
Check Sleep*Net position
Check Hydrodots
Check forehead ground electrode
Replace Sleep*Net
Replace EP slice of DSR
Table 7.24: PI-in-a-Box Diagnostics - State #4
Cardiorespiratory Signals Not Present or Poor Quality on
PI-in-a-Box Display
Check BH plugged into black DSR slice
Check CR sensors are donned
Replace Borg Harness
Replace CR slice of DSR
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Table 7.25: PI-in-a-Box Diagnostics - State #5
Electrophysiological Signals, Airflow and Microphone
Signals Not Present on PI-in-a-Box Display
Check .def-file on DSR is "Sleep"
Check Sleep*Net plugged into DSR
Check airflow and mic sensors donned
Check airflow sensor plugged into BH
Replace EP slice of DSR
Table 7.26: PI-in-a-Box Diagnostics - State #6
EEG Signal Not Present or Poor Quality
Check Hydrodot
Remove hair from site and rescrub
Check Sleep*Net placement
Check reference electrode behind opposite ear
Replace Sleep*Net
Replace EP slice of DSR
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Table 7.27: PI-in-a-Box Diagnostics - State #7
EMG Signal Not Present or Poor Quality
Check Hydrodot
Check electrode location
Rescrub site
Check thin side of socket applied to skin
Replace Sleep*Net
Replace EP slice of DSR
Table 7.28: PI-in-a-Box Diagnostics - State #8
EOG Signal Not Present or Poor Quality
Check Hydrodot
Check electrode location
Rescrub site
Check reference electrode behind opposite ear
Check thin side of socket applied to skin
Replace Sleep*Net
Replace EP slice of DSR
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Table 7.29: PI-in-a-Box Diagnostics - State #9
RIP Signal Not Present or Poor Quality
Check RIP suit plugged into BH
Check suit is on properly
Replace RIP suit
Replace Borg Harness
Replace CR slice of DSR
Table 7.30: PI-in-a-Box Diagnostics - State #10
SaO2 Signal Not Present or Poor Quality
Check sensor securely on finger
Check sensor cable on palm side of finger
Check sensor plugged into BH
Replace sensor
Replace Borg Harness
Replace EP slice of DSR
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Table 7.31: PI-in-a-Box Diagnostics - State #11
Airflow Signal Not Present or Poor Quality
Check sensor securely on upper lip
Check sensor tabs point toward nose
Check sensor plugged into BH
Check DSR .def-file is "Sleep"
Replace sensor
Replace Borg Harness
Replace EP slice of DSR
Table 7.32: PI-in-a-Box Diagnostics - State #12
Microphone Signal Not Present or Poor Quality
Check sensor securely on neck
Check sensor location
Check DSR .def-file is "Sleep"
Replace Borg Harness
Replace EP slice of DSR
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Table 7.33: PI-in-a-Box Diagnostics - State #13
EKG Signal Not Present or Poor Quality
Check sensor securely on chest
Check wiring to BH
Rescrub sites and replace pads
Replace Borg Harness
Replace EP slice of DSR
Table 7.34: PI-in-a-Box Diagnostics - State #14
DSR Displays: "No card in slot"
Check FlashRam inserted in DSR
Unplug RS-232 from DSR and begin recording
If not successful, Replace DSR
Table 7.35: PI-in-a-Box Diagnostics - State #15
DSR Displays: "Remote control"
Unplug RS-232 from DSR and start recording
If not successful, Replace DSR
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Table 7.36: PI-in-a-Box Diagnostics - State #18
EOG Polarity Reversed
Check right electrode above eye and left electrode below
If electrodes correct, note reversed polarity in log
Table 7.37: PI-in-a-Box Diagnostics - State #19
EKG Polarity Reversed
Check wiring to BH
If wiring correct, note reversed polarity in log
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Chapter 8
Discussion and Recommendations
8.1 Hardware Issues
One of the primary obstacles encountered in the development of PI-in-a-Box has been the
inability to develop and test the software on the flight computer configuration. The 755C model
ThinkPads which will be flown on Neurolab are no longer manufactured by IBM. As a result, all
software development at NASA Ames has been performed using a laptop computer with a pen-
tium processor, faster than the 486 processor on the flight computer. In an attempt to address the
potential problems associated with this, all testing was performed using a slower computer than
the computer which will be flown on Neurolab. The available RAM memory on the test computer
was considerably less than the RAM on the flight computer as well.
On the test computer, there was a delay of several seconds associated with the PI-in-a-Box
data display. After a failure simulation was performed, the corresponding signal on the PI-in-a-
Box interface did not respond for several seconds. In addition, there was a delay when switching
between the electrophysiological and cardiorespiratory screens. These delays may have been due
to insufficient memory and/or the speed of the test computer. Such delays would be unacceptable
on the flight hardware. In order for the astronauts to perform the signal verification process effi-
ciently, all signals must be displayed in real time.
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For a number of the crew training sessions, the PI-in-a-Box software was run on the flight
hardware. Based on the performance of PI-in-a-Box during those sessions, there appears to be no
delay associated with the [PI] display on the flight computer.
Some initial testing has been performed on PI-in-a-Box with the flight computer. The [PI]
software was tested for stability, speed, and consistency. In order to test the stability of the [PI]
software on the flight computer, a sine wave signal produced by a function generator was input
into the digital sleep recorder and displayed on the PI-in-a-Box screen. The signal was displayed
for a period of forty minutes without any loss of data or [PI] software errors. The total run time for
PI-in-a-Box during any of the sleep sessions on Neurolab should not exceed forty minutes.
The second test performed on the flight computer was designed to verify that the speed of
the flight computer is sufficient to run the PI-in-a-Box software. Using the function generator, a
sine wave signal was displayed on the PI-in-a-Box interface. The amplitude and frequency of the
input signal were varied to determine the response time of the signal displayed by PI-in-a-Box.
There was no delay associated with the [PI] signal display on the flight computer.
A final test performed on the flight computer was designed to verify the consistency of the
PI-in-a-Box software with results of tests performed on other laptop computers at Brigham and
Women's Hospital. Approximately ten of the failure simulations which were performed for this
thesis were simulated on the flight computer. The results were identical to those of the tests per-
formed on the ThinkPad at BWH.
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As changes are made to the PI-in-a-Box software, additional testing should be performed.
The final version of [PI] should be tested extensively to assure both stability and correct function-
ality of the software on the flight computer.
8.2 Recommendations for Future Work
8.2.1 Modifications to Diagnostics
The diagnostic messages presented in this thesis are intended to provide a methodical
approach to diagnosing and correcting any failure event which may occur during the sleep and
respiration instrumentation process. However, modifications to these diagnostics may be neces-
sary based on available space in the [PI] diagnostics window. Another consideration is the method
for displaying these diagnostic messages. One possibility is to display all diagnostic procedures
simultaneously, allowing the subject to proceed down the list of troubleshooting procedures. A
second possibility is to display one diagnostic procedure at a time, according to the prioritizations
presented in this thesis. This method would enhance clarity in the diagnostics display window.
However, in this case, all diagnostic messages should be made accessible to the subject through
the use of a scroll bar in the [PI] diagnostics window.
Changes made to the PI-in-a-Box software and the sleep and respiration instrumentation
procedures may require the PI-in-a-Box diagnostics to be modified as well. Although version 2.0
of the PI-in-a-Box software was used for all of the failure simulations, changes have been made to
the software since the development of the diagnostic procedures. As a result, some of the diagnos-
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tic procedures provided in this thesis may require modifications in order to remain applicable to
the final software version.
One significant modification to the PI-in-a-Box software currently being implemented is
the addition of a "Reset" button on the [PI] interface. The button is designed to enable the user to
disconnect and reconnect to PI-in-a-Box without any communication difficulties between the
ThinkPad and the DSR. This reset feature will facilitate the process of switching between differ-
ent subjects in the same instrumentation session. Users will no longer be required to restart PI-in-
a-Box prior to performing the [PI] signal verification on a new subject. As a result, the diagnostic
procedures must be updated to include the use of the reset button.
Another modification to the PI-in-a-Box interface currently under development is the
addition of one signal to the cardiorespiratory screen of PI-in-a-Box. The new signal will be a "P-
wave" signal, associated with the pulse oximeter. Since no additional equipment will be neces-
sary, no additional diagnostic procedures for donning the sensor will be required. Nevertheless,
the characteristics of the P-wave signal must be determined and troubleshooting procedures must
be developed for the case of a poor quality signal.
8.2.2 Ground-Based Studies
In addition to the Neurolab flight experiment, PI-in-a-Box will be incorporated into the
ground-based sleep studies. In order to do this effectively, several modifications to the PI-in-a-
Box software will be required.
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Subjects in the ground-based studies participate on a voluntary basis. Unlike the astro-
nauts in the flight-based study who have medical backgrounds, most of the subjects in the ground-
based study will have relatively little knowledge about electrophysiological and cardiorespiratory
signals. Therefore, these subjects will require enhanced signal quality evaluation capabilities by
PI-in-a-Box.
Instrumentation time for the ground studies will not be as critical as it is in flight. There-
fore, a detailed set of subject calibrations will be incorporated into the setup procedures. These
formal subject calibrations are traditionally performed to assist the technicians with the signal
verification process. In addition, the information from these calibrations serves as a reference
point in analyzing the sleep data. For the ground-based studies, PI-in-a-Box will monitor the sub-
ject calibrations, evaluating the quality of each signal throughout the calibration process.
8.2.1 Operational and Acceptance Testing
Operational and acceptance testing will be required for both the flight and ground-based
versions of PI-in-a-Box. This testing will be performed in order to verify that the PI-in-a-Box
software functions properly and that it satisfies the initial design requirements defined by the sleep
and respiration teams. The test plans for the flight-based and ground-based versions of [PI] will
vary slightly.
Operational testing will be a performed in a collaborative effort between the PI-in-a-Box
teams at MIT and NASA Ames Research Center. The objective of these tests will be to verify the
technical functionality of the PI-in-a-Box software. For example, the functionality of the "exit"
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and "help" buttons on the [PI] interface will be evaluated. If a "reset" button is incorporated into
the interface, it will be tested for proper functionality as well. The raw signal display will be eval-
uated for both speed and stability. Finally, the ability of the PI-in-a-Box software to determine the
quality of each signal will be evaluated.
The objective of testing PI-in-a-Box's signal quality evaluation function is to determine
whether or not PI-in-a-Box is able to accurately identify both good and bad quality signals. In
order to test this, PI-in-a-Box will evaluate data samples of known quality. The data samples used
for these tests will be collected from subjects at both the Brigham and Women's Hospital (BWH)
and the University of California, San Diego (UCSD). The PI-in-a-Box software must be able to
identify good quality data as well as data which contains artifacts and various types of noise.
The first step in collecting data samples is to identify all possible types of noise and arti-
facts which may be introduced into the data in the experiment environment. Since the actual test-
ing environment is different in space than it is on earth (i.e. 60 Hz noise is present on the ground
but not in space), the data samples required for testing the two versions of [PI] will be different.
Each of the artifacts will be simulated using subjects at BWH and UCSD. These data samples, as
well as samples of data containing no artifacts, will be recorded using the Vitaport digital sleep
recorder. These samples will be input into PI-in-a-Box in order to test [PI]'s ability to determine
the quality of each signal.
Subjects will be required to perform calibration procedures for the ground experiments.
Therefore, the ground-based test protocol must be designed to evaluate [PI]'s ability to character-
ize the quality of the subject calibrations as well. This process is similar to [PI]'s signal quality
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evaluation testing. All possible artifacts and subject errors associated with the subject calibration
process must be identified. An example of a data artifact is poor quality data resulting from incor-
rect electrode placement. An example of subject error is performing the calibration procedures out
of order. Data samples must be recorded for each scenario. As in the signal quality evaluation test-
ing, the ability of PI-in-a-Box to identify the quality of each calibration data sample will be veri-
fied.
Acceptance testing of PI-in-a-Box will be performed by BWH and UCSD after the opera-
tional testing has been completed. Unlike the operational tests, which verify the technical func-
tionality of the software, the acceptance tests are designed to test whether or not PI-in-a-Box
satisfies the science requirements of the sleep and respiration experiment. The sleep and respira-
tion teams will verify the ability of [PI] to display each of the signals correctly, with an appropri-
ate time and amplitude scale. Furthermore, the ability of the PI-in-a-Box software to determine
the quality of both good and bad signals will be tested. As in the operational testing, the criteria
for evaluating PI-in-a-Box may vary for the ground-based and flight-based applications.
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Appendix A
Instrumentation Procedures1
RIP SUIT AND SLEEP*NET SETUP
1. Unstow:
RIP suit
Sleep Kit
2. Don RIP suit & apply ECG pads (in sleep kit).
Note:
a. Each subj performs Sleep*Net prep, face prep, dons Sleep*Net, applies
face biosensors.
b. Yellow side of pads to Sleep*Net.
c. Socket pads to thin ring of electrode sockets (see Figure A.1).
(O 4 Electrode Socket
Rings
Socket Pad (Yellow side)
Figure A.1: Electrode Socket
3. Apply frontal pad, socket pads (6) to appropriate sites on Sleep*Net.
4. Loosen chin, neck straps. Disconnect chin strap buckle from one side of Sleep*Net.
5. Prep forehead, mastoids (2), face sites (6) w/ alcohol prep pad (2 sites per pad).
1. Modified from original version written by Eymard Riel, Center for Circadian Medicine, Brigham and
Women's Hospital
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6. Don Sleep*Net over top of head w/ nasion tab centered above bridge of nose and flipped up to
expose frontal pad.
7. Verify that central line is centered between left, right hemisphere and midline is straight, per-
pendicular to central line.
Rear View
Figure A.2: Sleep*Net
SLEEP*NET
8. Remove adhesive backing on frontal pad, apply pad to nasion region.
9. Verify that frontal pad is centered on nasion region and straight.
10. Holding nasion tab in place, pull down inion tab until hole in tab aligned w/ inion.
11. Connect chin strap.
12. Align side tabs of Sleep*Net w/ right & left pre-auricular points.
Note: Do not over-tighten straps. Discomfort results if too tight, or electrode
sights misaligned.
13. Center and tighten chin and neck straps until Sleep*Net firmly in place.
14. Apply face electrodes to skin sites. Press firmly in place.
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15. Prep face sites w/ Nuprep swab, 2 sites per swab.
16. Assure inion & nasion tabs, central & mid lines of Sleep*Net over head have remained in cor-
rect position. Loosen and/or tighten chin & neck straps to readjust if necessary.
15. Using back of Nuprep swab, clear hair below 4 scalp sites & mastoid site on each side (Al &
A2).
16. Prep 4 scalp, 2 mastoid, 6 face & Ground sites (Ground is middle socket on nasion tab) by
swirling Nuprep swab inside each sensor socket (1 swab/2 sites).
Figure A.3: Electrode Sites
17. Clear hair below sites if they go back under sockets during site preps.
18. Insert 1 Biosensor into each electrode site. Top of Biosensor should be flush w/ top of its
socket. Slight side-to-side rocking motion can assist in insertion. Biosensors must touch scalp and
not lie entirely on hair for good conduction of EEG signals.
BORG HARNESS SETUP
19. Unstow:
Borg Harness
Nasal Airflow Sensor
Pulse Ox Sensor
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Subjs can help each other to speed up procedures & to insure proper placement of sensors.
20. Secure Borg Harness to RIP suit via velcro loops.
21. Attach socket pad to flat side of Microphone & adhere to lower left of larynx by applying
pressure for -5 sec.
22. Plug Airflow sensor into Borg Harness cable.
23. Apply sensor below nose w/ 2 tabs directed towards each nostril, secure lead w/ tape.
24. Connect Pulse Ox sensor into Borg Harness.
25. Apply Pulse Ox adhesive dot to left ring finger nail & another to finger pad.
26. Attach Pulse Ox sensor LED (distal button on Flex Probe) to finger nail of left ring finger.
Attach sensor photodetector button to pad of same finger. Verify light source & photodetector are
aligned.
27. Wrap Flex probe around finger & tape Pulse Ox cable to finger. Route cable up left arm secur-
ing w/ velcro loops on RIP suit.
28. Connect RIP suit connector to Borg Harness.
29. Connect 3 ECG leads to ECG pads by matching colored dots on RIP suit.
DIGITAL SLEEP RECORDER ACTIVATION
30. Unstow:
Digital Sleep Recorder
flash RAM card
AA Battery Kit
Steps 31-46, Subjs will activate own DSR.
31. Remove battery compartment cover on DSR w/ self-retaining thumbscrew. Remove 4 AA
alkaline cells & discard in appropriate container. Insert fresh AA alkaline cells from Sleep Kit.
Replace battery compartment cover on DSR.
32. Insert correctly labeled, unused flash RAM card into slot on DSR. Flash RAMs will be labeled
w/ code identifying Subj and particular recording.
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Note:
Imperative that label on flash RAM card corresponds to Subj & that subj's
particular recording.
33. Connect Sleep*Net cable to sleep connector (blue "slice") & Borg Harness to Borg Harness
connector (black "slice") of DSR.
Online (RS 232 Cable)
Event Marker Cable
-. .... ..... .... .. .. o
"" 'l -./Dun' Burro,,
'KButton
Power Switch OF 
'ExiButtrt
SLEEP (blue)
- CARDIO-RESP (black)
- ANALOG OUT (giay)
Figure A.4: Digital Sleep Recorder
34. Connect Event Marker cable to LEMO plug labeled MRK of DSR (Event Marker cable
attached to Borg Harness). Check red dot on cable aligns w/ red dot on DSR.
35. Power on DSR. Chirping sound w/ screen flashing "Vitaport 0175-56", "Copyright 1996",
"No card in slot"(if flash Ram not inserted) or "Harddisk: 85 MB"(if flash RAM properly
inserted).
36. LCD will display "Set Patient ID?" and "Battery: <?> V". If battery readout is lower than
6.0V then redo step 40. If battery readout is 6.0V or higher then go to step 46.
37. Press 'OK' button to set patient ID. There is a quick beep every time a button is pressed.
38. LCD will display five O's on lower half of screen w/ cursor under "0" on far right. Press 'up'
button to change digit above cursor, 'down' button to move cursor to next digit. Make sure that
numbers on screen matches assigned numbers for this particular DSR recording.
39. Press 'OK' after patient ID has been verified. The screen will now display "Start recording?"
and "def-file (i.e. Sleep .def)".
40. Verify the def-file (i.e.: Sleep.def, Wake.def). To change, press 'down' arrow once to display
"VITAPORT-II MENU, Select def-file?". Press 'OK' to display "Current def-file" and def-file
that is currently loaded (i.e. Sleep.def). Press 'up' or 'down' arrow to select correct def-file. There
are 4 possible choices, only Sleep.def or Wake.def will be used. Press 'OK' to display "Start
recording?" and def-file.
41. Press 'OK'. MEM light will flash followed by STAT light flashing then BUSY light on each
slice that is in use will turn on at the same time screen displays "Setting up amps!" ".Stay
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relaxed!" followed by beeping sound with screen display "'OK' to start?", def-file flashing once,
and "Time: hh:mm:ss".
42. Press 'OK', MEM will flash once. DSR now recording & saving data on flash RAM when top
of screen displays "Recording data" and "Time: hh:mm:ss". Ready for sleep recording. Follow
PI-in-a-Box setup procedures.
43. In step 50, if DSR beeps continuously & top of screen displays "Card not empty!" date, time,
"O:OverW E:Append", check DSR has correct unused flash RAM.
44. If flash RAM not correct (label do not correspond to recording), press 'OK'. Screen will dis-
play "Overwrite data?", "T-Time: hh:mm:ss", press 'EXIT'. DSR stops beeping and screen will
flash "Process Canceled", "T-Time: hh:mm:ss", When top of screen displays "Start recording?"
and def-file, power down DSR & replace correct flash RAM.
45. If flash RAM correct (label correspond to recording but screen displays "Card not empty!"),
then this flash RAM was used in a previous recording. (i.e. during recording 3 you need flash
RAM 3 but this card is not empty. Then flash RAM 1 or 2 should be empty. Use empty flash
RAM. Re-label flash RAMs so they match recordings).
46. After flash RAM is replaced, redo steps 35-42.
PI-IN-A-Box ([PI]) SETUP
47. Unstow:
[PI] ThinkPad
DSR RS-232 Cable
Subj B does steps 48-62 while Subj A relaxes.
48. After DSR is acquiring data, connect DSR RS-232 cable to ThinkPad serial port.
49. Connect DSR RS-232 cable to DSR ONL port. (Check red dots are aligned.)
50. Power on [PI] ThinkPad. Wait for completion of boot sequence.
51. Double-click on [PI]-Sleep icon to activate PI-in-a-Box program. Verify [PI] user interface
opens. If at anytime [PI] program crashes or cable accidentally unplugged, do not power down
ThinkPad. Check connections, re-plug cable then reactivate [PI] program. If DSR has to be
restarted, unplug [PI]. Restart recording of DSR, plug [PI] into DSR and restart [PI] program.
52. Verify DIAGNOSTICS window (bottom right of screen) reads
"DSR<->ThinkPad comm.
Initiating...."
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indicating to initiate communication w/ DSR.
53. If DSR<->ThinkPad communication not established ("FAILURE to initiate" message dis-
played), follow troubleshooting procedures displayed in DIAGNOSTICS window.
54. If DSR<->ThinkPad communication established, "VERIFIED" message displayed. Verify
DSR screen displays:
"remote view rec"
55. Verify [PI] displays the electrophysiological signals in [PI] Plot window (left side of screen).
May view either electrophysiological or cardiorespiratory signals by selecting appropriate button
at top of [PI] window.
56. In [PI] window, immediately to right of each signal & listed under heading "STATE", [PI]
uses color coded 'lights' to display status of each signal's quality state. Default/initial color
AMBER, indicating "unknown". Wait approx. 20 sec. for [PI] to collect enough signal data to
determine quality of each signal.
57. Signal's light displayed under "STATE" heading turns RED if signal quality unacceptable.
Follow troubleshooting procedures displayed in DIAGNOSTICS window.
58. Signal's light displayed under "STATE" heading turns GREEN if signal quality acceptable.
When quality of each signal acceptable (GREEN), follow procedures for physiologic calibrations.
59. Next to "STATE" column, there is an empty box next to each signal. These boxes should be
checked as you verify signal quality and changes corresponding to subj cals.
60. Unplug LEMO connector of RS-232 cable from ONL port of DSR.
61. Subjs switch roles; exit PI-in-a-Box and connect RS-232 cable to other DSR that should
already be recording data. Start step 51.
62. When finished, select 'EXIT' button (upper right of screen). Wait until [PI] program closes.
Power off [PI] ThinkPad. Unplug serial connector of RS-232 cable from serial port of ThinkPad.
63. Stow:
[PI] ThinkPad
DSR RS-232 Cable
64. Verify DSR is recording.
65. Press event marker to mark beginning of sleep period.
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